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History & Culture

Basilicata is one of the very few locations in 
the world steeped in a history dating back as 
far as the Palaeolithic age when early humans 
and woolly mammoths roamed the earth. 
The first evidence of this emerged in Venosa, 
where remains of animals were unearthed, 
alongside stone tools discovered in Matera’s 
Grotta dei Pipistrelli (Bats Cave) and Grotta 
Funeraria (Funeral Cave).

A notable cave painting of deers, tree symbols 
and human figures was discovered in the Tuppo 
dei Sassi, located in Filiano, and is associated 
with the Epipaleolithic and Mesolithic periods. 
The Neolithic Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age 
were filled with many events and discoveries, 
all of which added to the the region’s diverse 
history. Basilicata was known to the Greeks 
and Romans in the Middle Ages as ‘Lucania’; 

the Greek ruins of the Temple of Hera in 
Metaponto is one of the most important sites 
of the Magna Graecia. 

Throughout the following years the Byzantines, 
Saracens, Normans, Hohenstaufens, Angevins 
and Bourbons all left their mark on the land 
as they settled, fought and passed through the 
region. In the 1930s parts of  Basilicata were 
used as an open prison for political dissidents, 
most famously the painter, writer and doctor, 
Carlo Levi, who was sent into exile to remote 
villages in the region by the fascists. 

After World War II the importance of Basilicata 
started to become widely recognised, most 
notably when the Sassi di Matera became a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1994. With 
one of the most ancient histories on the Italian 
peninsula, Basilicata truly is one of Italy’s greatest 
historical treasures. In the words of Carlo Levi, 
‘The future has an ancient heart.’
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The Sassi, Matera

Basilicata in the Movies

Matera, the so-called Jerusalem of Lucania, has 
been host to many biblical movies including 
Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ (2004), 
Pier Paolo Pasolini’s The Gospel According to 
St. Matthew (1964), and King David (1985), 
directed by Bruce Beresford and starring Richard 
Gere. Matera featured as Bethlehem and 
Nazareth in Catherine Hardwicke’s The Nativity 
Story (2006).  The famed city has also acted as 
the setting for a variety of films from Neorealist 
films, which made use of the poverty in the 
Sassi in the mid-twentieth century, to the Night 
Sun (1990), directed by Paolo and Vittorio 
Taviani and based on the work of Russian 
author Tolstoy, and Italia ’61 (1961), directed 
by Jan Lenica, which showed a 360° view of 
Matera using the technique of circle vision. 
Scenes from The Omen (2006) by John Moore, 
a horror film about the antichrist, were also 
shot in Matera while Francesco Rosi’s fairytale, 
C’era Una Volta (1967), featuring Sophia Loren 
and Omar Sharif, was filmed in the region. 

The abandoned town of Craco was used in 
The Passion of the Christ, The Nativity Story 
and The Quantum of Solace (2008), directed  
by Marc Forster. Christ Stopped at Eboli (1979), 

directed by Francesco Rosi and which was based 
on the book by Carlo Levi, exiled to Basilicata 
for opposing the Fascist regime, was also filmed 
there and in Levi’s place of exile, Aliano, among 
other sites.  Aliano was likewise shown in 
Parched Earth (1999), an Italian-style Western, 
by Fabio Segatori, featuring Matera, Stigliano 
and Senise as well. 

In Accettura, Don’t Torture a Duckling (1972), 
the first thriller filmed exclusively in Italy, was 
directed by Lucio Fulci, while Barile was the 
setting for some Bethlehem scenes in The 
Gospel According to St. Matthew; Pasolini was 
inspired after seeing paintings of the Way of 
the Cross, a famous parade which still takes 
place annually in Barile on Good Friday. 

On the Tyrrhenian coast, Maratea and its 
celebrated statue of Christ the Redeemer 
played a key part in Piero Chiambretti’s 
Every Dumped Boyfriend is Lost (2000) while 
the comedy Basilicata Coast to Coast (2010) 
directed by Rocco Papaleo, was filmed in a variety 
of locations across the region. Profiling the 
magnificent landscapes of Basilicata, I’m Not 
Scared (2002), directed by Gabriele Salvatores, 
shows the exquisitely empty corn fields of the 
Vulture Melfese region as host to a captive child.
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Food & Drink

Basilicata is renowned for its traditional, rustic 
cuisine and lays claim to being the first place in 
Italy where pasta was recorded. Regional pastas 
such as Orecchiette (‘little ears’), Strascinati 
(‘big ears’) and Lucane Chiappute (a wide 
tagliatelle) are common pasta cuts whilst 
chickpeas, fava beans and lentils provide the 
hearty basis for countless dishes made in the 
simple tradition of Basilicata. Pork is decidedly 
leaner than in other parts of the Italy due 
mainly to the mountainous terrain in which the 
pigs graze and so tend to have less fat and lean 
muscle leading to a wilder flavour.

The Senise pepper, a red, sweet and crunchy 
pepper, is a speciality of the region. Deep fried 
in olive oil and used as an accompaniment, or 
crushed to flavour many different dishes such 
as another speciality, the Lucanian sausage.  

Regional cheeses such as the Pecorino Cheese 
of Filiano (PDO), made from the whole milk 
of several sheep breeds, and the Lucanian 
Pecorino, which is a blend of sheep and goats 
milk, add to the distinctive flavours of the 
regions cuisine.

Olives and durum wheat are grown extensively 
throughout the region. The long summers and 
mild climate provide the perfect conditions and 
maximise flavours. Food has strong religious
connections such as that seen on Christmas

Eve when nine dishes are served at the table 
to symbolise the popular belief that Mary 
knocked on nine doors while seeking shelter to 
give birth.

In Basilicata, grapes are cultivated in the provinces 
of Matera and Potenza where the hilly volcanic 
district around Monte Vulture yields a grape 
of exceptional quality. Aglianico del Vulture 
(DOC) is one of the greatest wines of Southern 
Italy, an ideal accompaniment to a hearty steak.

A more recent wine is the Terre dell’Alta Val 
d’Agri (DOC) which is produced in a small 
territory in the province of Potenza. It is best 
enjoyed with savoury dishes like pasta with 
a meat or mushroom sauce and Pecorino 
cheese. Sample a glass of Amaro Lucano, a 
herbal liqueur, or Fragolino, a fruit infused 
liqueur made from a traditional recipe. 
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Typical Dishes of Basilicata

 Lagane e Ceci: a deeply flavoured dish of 
Lagane, a homemade pasta, and chickpeas with 
a chilli pepper sauce.

 Fileddri con Melanzana Rossa di Rotonda (PDO): 
Fileddri pasta with the Rotonda red aubergine 
unique to the region, cherry tomatoes and basil 
and topped with ricotta cheese.

 Strascinati al Ragù Trittico Lucano: slow 
cooked lean lamb, pork and beef in a tomato 
sauce served with strascinati pasta sprinkled 
with pecorino cheese.

 Involtino di Podolica su Crostone di Pane Farcito 
con Cicorie Campestri: beef slices wrapped in 
provolone cheese and pancetta served with 
chicory and garlic on toasted bread.

 Maccheroni al Ferretto con Mollica di Pane 
Raffermo Peperone Crusco Olio Extravergine e 
Aglio: a chewy, delicious pasta, made in long 
spiraling tubes by wrapping it around a knitting 
needle, and served with fried Sensie peppers 
and breadcrumbs.

 Ravioli di Baccalà ai Peperoni Cruschi di Senise 
e Gherigli di Noci su Crema di Fave Fresche: 
ravioli stuffed with creamy cod and a fave bean 
sauce, served with a Senise pepper and walnuts.

 Agnello Tricolore delle Dolomiti Lucane: 
Tricoloured rack of lamb stuffed with courgette, 
red pepper, potato and pecorino cheese 
served on a bed of fennel and white wine 
sauce.

 Purea di Fave con Cicoriella Selvatica e Crostini 
di Pane Pisticcese: simple rustic fava bean purée 
with chicory served on toasted bread.

 Crostata Rustica al Miele di Castagne: a rustic 
honey tart with ricotta cheese, candy fruit and 
pine kernels.

Art & Architecture

The artistic and architectural heritage of 
Basilicata is rich and intertwined with its history 
reaching back to pre-historic times with rock 
paintings and Palaeolithic caves, and through 
to the Classical period with both Greek and 
Roman remains scattered throughout the region. 

As a region which often changed hands Basilicata 
has been subject to a number of influences, 
particularly during the Middle Ages, from the 
frescoes and rock churches of Basilian monks 
arriving from the Byzantine Empire, to both 
Longobard and Angevin architecture, Norman- 
Swabian fortifications, Benedictine and 
Franciscan religious buildings and Romanesque 
structures. Hints of later artistic movements 
such as the Renaissance and Baroque periods 
can also be found.  

What is thought to be a self-portrait by 
Leonardo da Vinci can be seen in Vaglio Basilicata 
while work by painter Giovanni De Gregorio, 
known as ‘Il Pietrafesa’ can be found through-
out Basilicata. Contemporary art includes 
internationally recognised artists’ permanent 
installations in the Pollino National Park.
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Parco Nazionale del Pollino 

Covering 1960 sq km and bridging the regions 
of Basilicata and Calabria, the Pollino National 
Park is Italy’s largest national park. Established 
in 1992, the park includes both natural and 
archaeological places of interest. 

The Pollino National Park offers excellent walks, 
ranging from short trails to the challenging 
routes from 30-60 km long. The park has a 
varied landscape of forests, rivers, meadows 
and mountains. It is particularly beautiful in the 
spring with interesting fauna and flora covering 
the park. The highest peak is Monte Pollino 
(2248 m), where a climb to the top will be 
rewarded with views of both the Tyrrhenian and 
Ionian coasts. The Marriage of the Trees festival 
is celebrated in the park in May and June.

The National Park is home to an abundance of 
wildlife including golden eagles, Italian wolves, roe 

deer, black peregrine falcons and Egyptian vultures.

Riserva Naturale Rubbio This is a protected area 
in the Pollino National Park and has a peculiarly 
interesting part of the beech and fir woods 
of the Pollino Massif. It is a nice area to walk 
through and explore, with many types of bird 
and wildlife.

Riserva Nat. Area Piú Alta del Massiccio del 
Pollino  This is a protected area at the centre 
of the Pollino National Park, and is one of the 
most famous spots in the park to visit, being 
home to the Pollino massif which reaches 
heights of around 2300 m.

Riserva Nat. di Monte La Spina This natural 
reserve encompasses Monte La Spina. Near the 
mountain, but outside the reserve, lies Rotonda 
Lake which can disappear in the dry season. 
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Hotel Sette e Mezzo ***
With its panoramic terraces, this hotel overlooks 
the Mercure Valley, is within easy reach of some 
of the most interesting destinations of the park, 
and offers traditional Lucanian cuisine.

 Via Aldo Moro, 30/32, Castelluccio Superiore 
  0973 663274   www.hotelsetteemezzo.it 
@ sette.mezzo@tiscali.it 

B&B Cuore Verde 
Situated in Rotonda, at the foot of the Pollino 
Massif, the B&B has bright, spacious rooms and 
also offers a large veranda with a view on the 
Pollino, lots of space, parking and excursions 
searching for mushrooms and truffles. 

 Via S. Maria, 18, Rotonda   347 7905872
 www.cuoreverdepollino.it 

@ info@cuoreverdepollino.it 

B&B EcoTourPollino 
The B&B has 3 independent units, and tastefully 
decorated rooms. This facility offers an alternative 
holiday in close contact with the nature of the 
Pollino National Park.

 Via Vittorio Alfieri, 23, Terranova di Pollino 
  347 7506851

 sites.google.com/site/ecotourpollino/ 
@ ecotour1@gmail.com 

Restaurant Braceria A’Rimissa 
Set in Rotonda, the restaurant gives the 
opportunity to experience a warm atmosphere 
and local products, mainly from the park, 
including fresh, handmade pasta. 

 Via Vittorio Emanuele III, 8, Rotonda   0973 661202  

 www.arimissa.it  @ info@arimissa.it 

Agriturismo Piano Martorino 
This agriturismo offers a cosy environment and 
delicious traditional dishes such as handmade 
pasta with mushrooms or wild boar sauce and 
grilled meats. 

 Contrada Piano Martorino, San Costantino Albanese 
  0973 91317  www.agriturismopianomartorino.com 

@ emiliacalabrese@tiscali.it 

Visitor Centres There are a number of ways to 
enjoy Pollino National Park: on foot, by bicycle, 
on horseback, or, for those brave enough, white 
water rafting. There are several visitors centres 
highlighting environmental projects, including 
organic farms and eco-hostels.

Pollino Music Festival An annual event held since 
1996, in the middle of the Pollino National 
Park, it is a stunning fusion of music, art and 
natural beauty with high profile live bands, 
workshops and excursions running throughout 
the festival weekend.

Rifugio Fasanelli ***
A mountain hotel in Rotonda, they provide a 
tastefully furnished environment, Nordic walking, 
rafting, gorge/river walking, mountain bike 
rental, and typical Lucanian cuisine thanks to 
certified food production of the park.

 Loc. Pedarreto, Rotonda   0973 667304
 www.rifugiofasanelli.it  @ info@rifugiofasanelli.it 

Hotel Sirio ***
Elegant accommodation set in the centre of 
Rotonda, with terraces and garden. The hotel  
offers some rooms with balconies. 

 Via dei Rotondesi in Argentina, Rotonda 
  0973 661947   www.hotelsirio.info

@ hotelsirio-pollino@libero.it

La Locanda di San Francesco ***
Set in Viggianello, the palace, which dates back to 
1800, has a balcony overlooking the mountains 
and the magical atmosphere of a timeless place. 
Hiking, mountain biking, skiing, snowshoeing, 
canyoning and climbing can be arranged. 

 Via San Francesco, 47, Viggianello 
  0973 664384-5  www.locandasanfrancesco.com 

@ info@locandasanfrancesco.com 



to A3, take the exit for Lauria Nord, follow 
directions to Castelluccio Superiore.

         Nearest Railway Station - Maratea.

         Lamezia Terme Airport - 190 km.

How to get to Rotonda
         From A3: take the exit for Laino Borgo
         and follow directions to Rotonda. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia. Drive in the 
direction of Candela and then follow directions 
to A3; take the exit for Laino Borgo and follow 
directions to Rotonda.

         Nearest Railway Station - Maratea.

         Lamezia Terme Airport - 160 km.

How to get to San Costantino Albanese
         From A3: take the exit to Lauria Nord 
         - Senise and drive in the direction of the 
Sinnica before joining it. Then take the exit to 
Francavilla sul Sinni. Upon reaching the centre 
of Francavilla, continue driving along the SP63 
del Rubbio in the direction of San Costantino 
Albanese.
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, join SS106 
and continue driving in the direction of Sinnica. 
Join SS653 and follow directions to Senise. Take 
the exit to Terranova di Pollino and drive up to 
the junction leading to San Costantino Albanese. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.

         Bari Palese Airport - 185 km.

How to get to San Severino Lucano 
         From A3: take the exit to Lauria Nord, 
         drive along the SS653 and follow 
directions to San Severino Lucano. 
From A14: take the exit to Palagiano. Drive 
along the SS106 in the direction of the Sinnica; 
then, take the SS653 and follow directions first 
to Senise and then to San Severino Lucano.

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.

         Bari Palese Airport - 185 km.
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La Taverna Lucana (Hotel Sette e Mezzo)
Set in a beautiful valley, the restaurant uses 
natural, genuine ingredients, and allows guests 
to taste the exclusive dishes of Basilicata and 
the Pollino tradition, and savour the true 
flavours of the past. 

 Via Aldo Moro, 32, Castelluccio Superiore 
  0973 663274   www.hotelsetteemezzo.it 
@ sette.mezzo@tiscali.it 

Restaurant Tipico Luna Rossa 
The restaurant’s cuisine is based on a treasured 
rural heritage of products and recipes, and created 
by a renowned chef.  Their aim is to create 
food full of taste and knowledge, and to allow 
Lucanian food to be rediscovered by everyone. 

 Via Marconi, 18, 85030, Terranova di Pollino
  0973 93254   www.federicovalicenti.it 

@ lunarossa@federicovalicenti.it 

Restaurant Mulino Iannarelli (Hotel Mulino Iannarelli) 
Reborn out of the ruins of an old mill, the lovely 
and evocative restaurant has tastefully presented 
cuisine based on traditional cooking but with-
out fats. They also adapt some typical dishes.

 Via Mezzana Salice, San Severino Lucano
  0973 570205   www.mulinoiannarelli.com 

@ info@mulinoiannarelli.com

Rifugio Fasanelli - Guida Ufficiale Parco Pollino
This Refuge offers hiking, Nordic walking, 
mountain bike rental, rafting, gorge/river walking, 
snowshoeing, cross-country skiing lessons, 
off-road tours by jeep, orienteering, various 
excursions and horse riding.

 Località Pedarreto, 85048, Rotonda    
  0973 667304   www.rifugiofasanelli.it

How to get to Castelluccio Superiore
         From A3: take the exit for Lauria Nord, 
         follow directions to Castelluccio Superiore. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela, follow directions to A16 
to Napoli, then, take the exit for Lacedonia. 
Follow directions to join SP284, follow directions 



it has a rich forest with an assortment of trees 
and many walkways, making it perfect for hiking 
and seeing the views of the Appennino Lucano 
Val d’Agri Lagonegrese National Park. It is also 
famous for its hilly volcanic districts which are 
the perfect place to grow grapes; it is here that 
the Aglianico del Vulture (DOC) wine is made. 

Riserva Nat. dell’Abetina di Laurenzana  This is 
a protected area managed by the province of 
Potenza and is a WWF Oasis. It is located in 
the Lucanian Apennines and is well known for 
its types of fauna and also the silver fir tree.

Riserva Nat. Lago Laudemio  The Regional 
Natural reserve of Lake Laudemio is very 
picturesque. The once glacial lake sits at on the 
slope of Monte Papa, part of the Sirino Massif. 
It also has many places to eat in restaurants 
and converted farms in the area, along with 
hotels and shops. 

La Fattoria Sotto il Cielo ****
It offers modern rooms, a football pitch and 
tennis court, horse riding and, in summer, an 
outdoor swimming pool.

 Contrada Petrucco, 9/a, 85010, Pignola 
  0971 486000   www.sottoilcielo.it  

@ info@sottoilcielo.it 

Hotel Giubileo ****
In the park of Rifreddo, and only 12 kms from 
Potenza, the hotel and restaurant’s luxurious 
décor and spa, sports facilities and ice-rink 
combine to give a wonderful experience. 

 SS92, Rifreddo, Pignola   0971 479910
 www.hotelgiubileo.it  @ info@hotelgiubileo.it 

Hotel Sellata ***
Set in the superb scenery of the Sellata Forest, 
not far from Abriola, the hotel is an ideal place 
for Nordic walking, off-road and 4 x 4 races 
with a federal trainer. In winter guests can do 
snowshoeing.

 Contrada Sellata, Abriola   0971 923320
 www.hotelsellata.it  @ info@hotelsellata.it 
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How to get to Terranova di Pollino 
         From A3: take the exit for Lauria Nord, 
         follow directions to Latronico/Senise/
Taranto, and then to Terranova di Pollino. 
From A14: take the exit to Palagiano, drive 
along Highway Sinnica, along SPexSS92, and 
follow directions to Terranova di Pollino.

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.

         Lamezia Terme Airport - 170 km.

How to get to Viggianello 
         From A3: take the exit for Laino Borgo 
         and follow directions to Viggianello. 
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, join 
SS106 and drive in the direction of Sinnica. Join 
SS653 and follow directions, first to Senise, and 
then to Viggianello.

         Nearest Railway Station - Maratea.

         Lamezia Terme Airport - 165 km.

Parco Nazionale dell’Appennino 
Lucano Val d’Agri-Lagonegrese 

This is a protected area in Basilicata, and is the 
youngest of the national parks in all of Italy. It 
has a strong human presence, shown by its 
archaeological site and religious destinations, and 
is home to the valley of the River Agri, holding 
beautiful views and varieties of wildlife. The 
mountains are populated largely by wolves and 
boar which live in the dense forest, and otters 
can be found in and around the streams and 
rivers. It also houses many ancient villages with 
beautiful churches, and other historical sites 
such as the archaeological site of Grumentum; 
the site boasts an ancient Roman city built in the 
3rd century BC, of which some ruins remain, 
including the theatre, the italic little temple, the 
‘house of mosaics’, the Forum, the Capitolium, 
the Augusteum, and the amphitheatre. 

App. Lucano M.te Volturino Monte Vulture is 
located in the centre of the Lucanian Apennines; 



How to get to Abriola
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and drive in the direction of 
Potenza. Follow directions to Abriola. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and follow directions to 
Potenza and then to Abriola.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 175 km.

How to get to Brienza
         From A3: take the exit for Atena Lucana 
         to join SS598 in the direction of Reggio 
Calabria and follow directions to Brienza.
From A14: take the exit for Foggia and drive in 
the direction of Candela. Then follow directions 
to Potenza and join SS407 Basentana. Take the 
exit for Tito and join SS95 in the direction of 
Brienza. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.  

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 160 km.

How to get to Moliterno
         From A3: take the exit for Buonabitacolo-
         Padula. First follow directions to 
Buonabitacolo and then to Moliterno. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in 
the direction of Candela, follow directions to 
Potenza and join SS407 Basentana. Take the 
exit for Tito, join SS95 in the direction of Brienza; 
follow for Taranto and join SS598, then take the 
exit for Moliterno.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 195 km.

How to get to Pignola
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza, join E847, take the exit for 
Laurenzana and follow directions to Pignola. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in 
the direction of Candela. Follow directions to

Agriturismo Il Querceto 
Set in the heart of the Appennino Lucano 
National Park, and the first eco-friendly, organic 
farm in Basilicata, large stone buildings have 
been converted into accommodation. The farm 
is also interested in ‘spiritual well-being’. 

 Podere Querceto Località Barricelle, 85050,  
Marsicovetere   0975 69339   www.ilquerceto.it 

@ info@ilquerceto.it 

B&B La Voce del Fiume 
The charming B&B is set in Brienza, in a building 
dating back to the late 1800s, and offers balconies 
overlooking the hills. It blends rough, old walls 
with beautiful furnishings, and all rooms have a 
spectacular view over the river and village.

 Vico del Carmine, 7, Brienza   333 2666256
 www.vocedelfiume.it  @ info@vocedelfiume.it 

La Giara Bed and Breakfast
The B&B is an old building in the main square 
of Brienza, and has preserved old details and 
furniture to provide a warm, cosy and intimate 
environment which the library and terraces add to.

 Via Mario Pagano, 31, 85050, Brienza 
  0975 384105 / 389 6107006

 www.lagiara.org  @ info@lagiara.org   

Affittacamere L’Antico Ritrovo 
The Antino Ritrovo is a ‘Rent a Room’ in the 
historic centre of Moliterno. With a refined and 
charming interior, it has a view of the mountains 
and is not far from beautiful chestnut forests.

 Via Ortone, 93, 85047, Moliterno   0975 567083
 www.lanticoritrovo.eu  

@ raffaela.marsicovetere@fastwebnet.it 

La Fattoria Sotto il Cielo
The restaurant promotes Mediterranean and 
traditional Lucanian cuisine, and many of its 
products are grown and made on its farm. It is 
well known for its delicious, handmade pastries.

 Contrada Petrucco, 9/a, 85010, Pignola 
  0971 486000   www.sottoilcielo.it  

@ info@sottoilcielo.it 
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Potenza and then to Pignola.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 165 km.

apoli Capodichino Airport - 165 km.Parco Regionale di Gallipoli 
Cognato e delle Dolomiti Lucane 

This is a protected area, and one of the central 
national parks in Basilicata. Many activities take 
place here including Accettura’s Marriage of 
the Trees festival. The park is also home to the 
famous and exhilarating attraction, the Flight 
of the Angel. This is the fastest zip wire in the 
world, reaching speeds of 120 km/h as thrill 
seekers fly between two mountaintop villages, 
Castelmezzano and Pietrapertosa. The park is 
also filled with many types of wildlife and plants, 
making it the perfect spot to visit with some-
thing to suit everyone.

Riserva Antropologica Monte Croccia The Monte 
Croccia Reserve is a protected area located 
in the Gallipoli Cognato Regionale Park. It 
stretches along Monte Croccia and is home to 
many types of wildlife including birds, wolves, 
wild boar and more. The reserve is also home 
to a fortified town, and is an important 
archaeological site, alongside other fortifications

such as the Lucane defensive system, a long 
wall around 2000 metres long.

Dolomiti Lucane  The Lucanian Dolomites are 
located in the municipalities of Castelmezzano 
and Pietrapertosa and is home to the Flight of 
the Angel. Pietrapertosa itself is the highest 
village in Basilicata; it is located among the 
rocks of the Lucanian Dolomites and holds 
picturesque views of the Gallipoli Cognato 
Regionale Park. There is also a castle just behind 
the last of the houses in the village which has 
now been restored and can be visited. This is a 
highly recommended trip to get a true picture 
of not only the history and architectural 
elements but also stunning views of the 
surrounding forest, streams and river. 

Parco Regionale delle Chiese
Rupestri di Matera

The Historical and Archaeological Natural 
Regional Park of the Rock Churches of Matera 
is included in the list of UNESCO World 
Heritage Sites alongside the Sassi. It is home 
to the famous Crypt of the Original Sin with 
frescos dating back to the 9th century, along 
with other rock churches, ruins, shrines and 
also many types of wild plants.
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Matera

Located close to the Ionian Coast in the north 
eastern corner of Basilicata, Matera is the 
most famed of the region’s towns and is easily 
accessible from both Brindisi and Bari airports.  
While part of the town spreads out across 
the Murgia plateau, the famed Sassi district 
comprises cave dwellings built on and dug into 
the sides of the Gravina Gorge which drops 
dramatically away beneath it.  

Matera is steeped in history; one of the world’s 
oldest towns dating back as far as Palaeolithic 
times, it is thought to have been inhabited 
constantly for about 7000 years. Matera has 
been appointed as the European Capital of 
Culture 2019 in Italy thanks to its rich history 
and cultural diversity. 

Matera’s best known feature is the Sassi district, 
a designated UNESCO World Heritage Site 

with hundreds of troglodyte dwellings and 
churches dug out of the rock. Sometimes 
known as the Subterranean City, Matera 
consists of two areas, the Sasso Barisano and 
the Sasso Caveoso, which are divided by the 
Civita district, the oldest and highest group of 
buildings. The cave dwellings, which became 
known for their poverty and degradation, were 
lived in until the 1950s when the residents 
were forcibly moved into better housing by the 
authorities. The cave dwellings of the Sassi are 
the most extensive example of their kind in the 
Mediterranean. Now, however, the Sassi district 
has gone through extensive re-development 
and hosts some incredible cave hotels, private 
homes and restaurants, lovingly restored to 
enhance their original features. Explore this 
complex and beautiful network of caves, rock 
churches, streets, stairways, archways and 
terraces on foot to best experience this 
atmospheric city. Matera is also known for 
being a film location with films such as Mel
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side of the gorge and is a tranquil refuge from 
the heat of the day with excellent paintings and 
chapels to contemplate.  

Chiesa di Sant’Agostino Overlooking the Sasso 
Barisano and surrounded by abysses, the monastic 
complex’s stunning exterior is in the Baroque 
style. It is home to assorted altars, paintings, statues 
and frescoes, and also has an underground church.

Piazza Vittorio Veneto The heart of the new 
town, Piazza Vittorio Veneto is worth a mention 
in itself, not just for the vast system of cavities, 
tanks and caves which have been discovered 
beneath the square.

Castello Tramontano Consisting of gigantic 
towers and begun by the Count of Matera, 
Giancarlo Tramontano, with a view to protecting 
the city, the Castle was left unfinished when the 
Count was murdered.

Cripta del Peccato Originale (The Crypt of the 
Original Sin) Outside Matera, along the ancient 
Appian way, in one of the ravines that criss-
cross the plateau of the Parco della Murgia 
Materana, you will find the ‘Sistine Chapel’ of 
rupestrian (art created on rock or in caves) 
wall paintings. In a rocky hollow overlooking 
the limestone cliff, the masterly hand of the 
‘The Flower Painter of Matera’ has narrated 
scenes from the old and new testaments in a 
cycle of exquisite frescos dating back to the 9th 
century AD. The subject matter of the frescoes 
lead to the Crypt also being called ‘The Cave 
of One Hundred Saints’. Pre-booking is essential.

Parco Regionale delle Chiese Rupestri of Matera  
The Historical and Archaeological Natural 
Regional Park of the Rock Churches of Matera, 
also known as the Parco della Murgia Materana, 
is a designated UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Situated within the dramatic gorge known as 
the ‘Murgia Matera’, an area which extends for 
about 8000 hectares between Matera and the 
town of Montescaglioso, the park includes the 
Sassi of Matera and provides the incredible and 
unmissable opportunity to see over 150 rock 
churches. Mainly created by monks fleeing 

Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ (2004) 
making use of its distinctive feel which is 
reminiscent of Biblical times.

Cattedrale di Matera (Matera Cathedral) Along  
with its graceful exterior in the Romanesque-
Apulian architectural style and central rose 
window the cathedral also has a beautifully 
adorned interior, containing a stunning 13th 
century Byzantine fresco. The Cathedral can be 
reached via steep stone steps and overlooks 
Matera, providing stunning views. It used to be 
customary in Matera to place a lantern outside 
each home after dark, and the city was at one 
point referred to as ‘mirroring the starry sky’. 
The night time views from the Cathedral are 
reminiscent of this era, allowing you to see 
the town mapped out in lights below.  

Chiesa di Madonna de Idris Carved into the 
Idris rock, the church’s simple exterior protrudes 
from the rough height of rock, like an unfinished 
sculpture slowly emerging from its birth place. 
Standing outside the church provides the 
chance of a wonderful view of the city below.

Chiesa di Madonna delle Virtù and the monastic 
settlement of San Nicola dei Greci La Chiesa 
di Madonna delle Virtù is a beautiful church 
carved entirely out of the rock while the 
monastic settlement of San Nicola dei Greci 
lies above it and is known for the frescoes which
glow out from its cave-like walls. The two can 
be noted for their grace and extraordinary feel.

Chiesa di San Pietro Barisano Dating back to the 
year 1000, the church has a built façade belying 
its true identity as church carved from the 
rock. It contains burial niches in which the dead 
were placed so that liquid could drain into the 
porous rock while they decomposed. 

Chiesa di San Pietro Caveoso One of only two 
churches in the Sassi not to have been burrowed 
into the rock, the stunning building clings to the 
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persecution, the churches range from very basic 
to elaborate structures carved from the rock. 

 www.parcomurgia.it

Visitor Centres Jazzo Gattini e Masseria Radogna  
 Contrada Murgia Timone, 75100

  0835 332262 / 388 8925407 / 320 2636528
 www.ceamatera.it  @ cea@parcomurgia.it

La Raccolta delle Acque (The Gathering of the 
Waters) Due to an insufficient supply of water, 
Matera had to develop an ingenious system to 
gather water from roofs, houses and streets 
and La Raccolta delle Acque, with its 19th 
century aqueduct, is the ideal place to gain an 
insight into this. 

Museo Nazionale Domenico Ridola  The 
Archaeological Museum is the oldest museum 
in Basilicata, dating back to 1911. The museum 
displays finds from the Neolithic period, including 
archaeological materials found in the areas of 
Murgia Timone and Timmari. Significant funerary 
objects of the 4th century BC were found at 

the Timmari site, with objects such as monumental 
vases with red figures and numerous religious 
statues being discovered. All of these remains 
are now on show at the museum. 
Open Monday 2pm - 8pm, Tuesday 9am - 9pm.

 Via Ridola 24   0835 310058

Museums, sculpture and art Perfect for art 
lovers, MUSMA (the Museum of Contemporary 
Sculpture) houses sculptures which are 
complemented by its atmospherically lit caves. 
The various exhibits also include engravings, 
drawings and jewellery.  The exciting Sout-  
Heritage Foundation for Contemporary Art, 
promoting contemporary art and culture, is 
not one to miss, while another good stop is the 
Palazzo Lanfranchi, the Modern Art Museum 
of Basilicata. It contains assorted sculptures and 
paintings, including some by Carlo Levi. In a less 
central spot La Palomba Sculpture Park makes 
use of the 6 hectares of a disused quarry with 
some excellent works of art; it is also the site 
of open air concerts. The park is open to the 
public upon request. 

View of the Sassi from the Gravina, Matera
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Also take a look at The Museum of Peasant 
Culture which provides an interesting insight 
into the way people would have lived in the 
Sassi before the overcrowded area was cleared 
in the 1950s, by reconstructing a typical peasant 
home of the Sassi.

Festa della Bruna  Held annually on the 2nd July 
in Matera, this is one of Basilicata’s most 
important festivals. From first light the city of 
the Sassi honours their patron saint, beginning 
with the procession of the shepherds which 
wakes the ancient quarters to greet the image 
of the Virgin. Templar Knights escort the float 
that carries the statue along the streets through 
the day. By night the procession reaches the 
Cathedral Square, turns three times to symbolise 
the taking of the city by the Holy Patron, before 
the statue of the Virgin is placed in the Cathedral. 
The magnificent float, pulled by mules, is driven 
back at speed towards the gathered crowd 
who destroy the chariot. The festivities end late 
in the evening with a firework contest above 
the ancient quarters of the Sassi.

 www.festadellabruna.it

Il Parco Murgia Festival This festival starts in the 
spring and ends in January of the following year. 
It offers a variety of events and aims to spread 
and increase love of the area, along with different 
fauna, cultural heritage and traditional food.

 www.parcomurgia.it 

Women’s Fiction Festival  An annual international 
congress for writers of women’s fiction is usually
held in September. It includes master classes, 
book presentations, readings and concerts. 

 www.womensfictionfestival.com

Palazzo Gattini *****
Set in the heart of Matera, Palazzo Gattini is 
an old building with a facade from the 1700s. 
Its strategic position and luxurious spa make it 
perfect for a relaxing weekend.

 Piazza Duomo, 13/14   0835 334358
 www.palazzogattini.it  @ info@palazzogattini.it

 

Hotel del Campo****
Consisting of an 18th century manor house 
and newer wing, and containing a restaurant 
and beautiful garden, the hotel has a warm 
atmosphere and pays attention to detail.

 Via Lucrezio, 75100   0835 388844
 www.hoteldelcampo.it

@ info@hoteldelcampo.it 

Hotel Palazzo Viceconte ****
Located in the most ancient part of Matera, 
the 16th to 17th century building has a 
courtyard dating back to the 1700s with stairs 
leading to a terrace which has panoramic views 
of the Sassi. 

 Via San Potito, 7, 75100   0835 330699
 www.palazzoviceconte.it

@ info@palazzoviceconte.it

Sextantio le Grotte della Civita ****
A gorgeous hotel with cave rooms, partly 
created  with old recovered material, from 
floors to furniture, to give a timeless atmosphere, 
it overlooks the Gravina stream and it is 
surrounded by the Murgia Park and its
Rupestrian Churches. 

 Via Civita, 28   0835 332744
 www.legrottedellacivita.com

@ matera@sextantio.it

Basiliani Hotel ***
Seamlessly blending traditional cave dwellings 
with contemporary design, the hotel overlooks
the Parco della Murgia Materana. 

 Rione Casalnuovo, 115, 75100
  0835 319474   www.basilianihotel.com

@ info@basilianihotel.com

Locanda di San Martino - Hotel e Thermae ***
Located in the heart of the Sassi, 100 metres 
from the town centre, the 32 room hotel is 
built around the Church dedicated to San 
Martino. A series of balconies overlook the 
Sasso Barisano. 

 Via Fiorentini, 71, 75100   0835 256600
 www.locandadisanmartino.it

@ info@locandadisanmartino.it
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Hotel Sassi ***
The hotel is located in the heart of the Sassi 
partially in a renovated cave. 

 Via San Giovanni Vecchio, 89, 75100
  0835 331009   www.hotelsassi.it

@ info@hotelsassi.it

L’Hotel in Pietra ***
A 13th-century converted church, L’Hotel in 
Pietra is perched in the Sasso Barisano. It has 
an intimate atmosphere enhanced by pale 
stone and simple, gorgeous furniture.

 Via San Giovanni Vecchio, 22, 75100
  0835 344040   www.hotelinpietra.it

@ info@hotelinpietra.it 

Hotel Residence Cave del Sole ***
Located in the Parco della Murgia Materana, the 
renovated home has retained many of its original 
features, style and feel in the 16 rooms available. 

 Contrada La Vaglia, 75100   0835 331586
 www.hotelcavedelsole.it 

@ info@hotelcavedelsole.it

B&B Villa Paola
5 minutes by car from the historic centre 
of Matera, Villa Paola has a garden, beautiful 
swimming pool encompassed by olive trees, 
and a small playground for children.

 Via Montescaglioso, 75100   0835 314080
 www.villapaolamatera.it

@ info@villapaolamatera.it 

B&B Sax Barisano
With a building from the 1700s, the B&B preserves 
characteristic features of a house in the Sassi. 
10 minutes from the historical centre of Matera, 
it has a cosy but beautiful environment.

 Via Fiorentini, 247, 75100      
  0835 331687 / 261780   www.saxbarisano.it
@ info@saxbarisano.it 

B&B Il Cortile
In the Sasso Caveoso, opposite the Idris Rock, 
this B&B has access from the yard of a palace 
dating from 1700, typical furnishings, bright airy 
rooms and warm hospitality. 

 Via San Pietro Caveoso, 55 
  349 2608410 / 2670978  www.ilcortilematera.it

@ ilcortilematera@gmail.com 

B&B Il Vicinato
In the heart of the Sasso Caveoso, with high 
cloister vaults and a building dating from 1600, 
it has a view of Monterrone where the rock 
churches, the Madonna de Idris and San 
Giovanni in Monterrone, are set.

 Piazzetta San Pietro Caveoso, 3/7   3394 452409    
 www.ilvicinato.com  @ info@ilvicinato.com

B&B En Suite
In the heart of the Sasso Caveoso and full of 
rustic and cosy charm, the connecting rooms 
with high, uneven vaults make it unique. It 
has a fireplace and windows overlooking the 
Sassi. Breakfast includes homemade cakes and 
Matera Bread.

 Via B. Buozzi, 49, 75100   0835 311161
 www.bedandbreakfast-en-suite.it

B&B Casa Lamanna
Comfortable and spacious, in the heart of the Sassi 
of Matera, the B&B has a view over the ravine, 
and a rooftop terrace. Eustachio Paolo Lamanna, 
historian of philosophy, was born here.

 Via San Potito, 43, 75100   0835 334578
 www.bed-breakfast-casalamanna.it

@ zaccaro95@libero.it 

Corte San Pietro
Corte San Pietro has a courtyard and rooms 
carved out of the local limestone. The rooms, 
former cave-dwellings, have a sophisticated and 
magical feel to them. 

 Via Bruno Buozzi, 97, 75100   0835 310813
 www.cortesanpietro.it  @ info@cortesanpietro.it 

Fra i Sassi Residence (Casa per vacanza)
Overlooking the Sasso Barisano, in buildings dating 
back to the 1600s, some rooms are dug out of the 
rock. All are elegantly furnished and accessed 
through a large terrace with a superb view. 

 Via D’Addozio, 102   0835 336020
 www.fraisassiresidence.com

@ mail@fraisassiresidence.com



View of the Chiesa di San Pietro Caveoso from The Sassi, Matera



Residence del Casalnuovo
The 1800s building is partly carved into the 
rock, has vaulted ceilings, and provides gorgeous 
views of Matera. The spacious rooms have a 
kitchenette and there is also a library and a 
lounge with a fireplace. 

 Via Casalnuovo, 116/118, 75100  0835 312329 
 www.hotelcasalnuovo-matera.it

@ info@hotelcasalnuovo-matera.it 

Restaurant Nadi
The Restaurant Nadi offers its guests local cuisine 
and traditional recipes, a fantastic grill and a 
wine cellar boasting a variety of Lucanian wines.

 Via Fiorentini, 1/3, 75100   0835 332892

 www.ristorantenadi.com

@ info@ristorantenadi.com 

Restaurant Don Matteo
The restaurant is located in the heart of the 
Sassi and is sophisticated, with a rich and 
creative cuisine using local produce which is 
designed to please.

 Piazza Duomo, 14, San Potito, 75100
  0835 344145  www.donmatteoristorante.com

@ info@donmatteoristorante.com 

‘900 Wine and Restaurant 
With the type of cuisine where traditional 
flavours are separated and re-structured to 
reach unique culinary creations, the restaurant 
proposes a new approach to food.

 Via Santo Stefano, 31   0835 1975417

 www.novecentomatera.it

@ info@novecentomatera.it 

Restaurant Le Spighe (Hotel Del Campo)
In a building dating back to 1700, with elegant 
and cosy dining rooms characterised by vaulted 
roofs, the restaurant offers typical dishes and a 
wide choice of excellent wines. 

 Via Lucrezio, 75100   0835 388844

 www.hoteldelcampo.it  @ info@hoteldelcampo.it 

Restaurant Baccanti
Offers typical dishes adjusted to ‘modern’ 
cuisine and a selection of wines. A sophisticated 
restaurant in rooms of rock, they are always 
looking for new combinations of the products 
and tastes of the region.

 Via Sant’Angelo, 58-61, 75100   0835 333704

 www.baccantiristorante.com

@ info@baccantiristorante.com

Ferula Viaggi  Offering services in English, 
German, French and Spanish, their information 
centre offers walking, cycling and food tours, 
and trekking in protected areas such as the 
Gallipoli Cognato Regiònale Park and Pollino 
National Park. Bike rental and cooking courses 
are also available here.

 Via Cappelluti, 34, 75100   0835 336572   
 www.ferulaviaggi.it 

Associazione Amici del Parco della Murgia 
Materana  Sporting activities and orienteering 
in the parks of Basilicata including trekking in 
the Parco della Murgia Materana and protected 
areas of the region.

 Via Sette Dolori, 10, 75100   338 4481352  
 www.amiciparcomurgia.it 

Raffaele Lamacchia  Trekking, excursions and 
itineraries in the regions of Matera and the 
Vulture Melfese as well as workshops, 
orienteering in protected areas and urban 
orienteering, sailing and sea trekking. 

 Via Monviso, 1, 75100   338 4481352    
 www.infoguidamatera.it

Onyx Turismo  Trekking in the region of Matera 
including the Parco della Murgia Materana  and 
in the Gallipoli Cognato Regiònale Park from 
Pietrapertosa to Castelmezzano.

 Via Cav. V. Veneto, 20, 75100   348 2772385     
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The 12th century Abbey Church with its 
Norman style bell tower and notable portal 
is dedicated to St. Michael the Archangel. The 
18th century church of Santi Apostoli Pietro e 
Paolo was rebuilt in a late Baroque style over 
a pre-existing medieval structure and displays 
a selection of canvases created by a Venetian 
school, including four by Mattia Preti. La Notte 
dei Cucibocca (the Night of the Cucibocca) is 
celebrated in January; crowds parade through 
the historic centre of Montescaglioso dressed 
in dark cloaks, hats and long beards in a bid to 
overcome fear.  The annual carnival is in March 
and on Good Friday the town celebrates 
La Processione dei Misteri di Montescaglioso 
(the Procession of Mysteries, or statues), 
accompanied by the town choir. The rock 
cellars at Porta Sant’Angelo are open in August 
for In Vino Veritas (wine festival).

Visitor Centre
 Piazza Racamato, 1, 75024

  0835 201016 / 334 8360098
 www.montescaglioso.net/node/11790 

@ ceamonte@katamail.com

Hotel Il Borgo Ritrovato ***
Close to Matera and the Ionian beaches, the 
‘Borgo Ritrovato’ is situated in the historical 
centre of Montescaglioso. Peaceful, elegant and 
simple residence.

 Via N, Andrisani, 25    0835 207077
 www.ilborgoritrovato.com

@ info@ilborgoritrovato.com 

Orto di Lucania
An Agriturismo close to Matera and situated 
in a valley dominated by the village of 
Montescaglioso. Set in 250 hectares on the 
banks of the river, accommodation is provided 
in individual apartments set in parkland. 
Facilities include a restaurant and swimming 
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How to get to Matera
         From A3: take the exit onto Sicignano-
         Potenza, drive in the direction of SS407 
Basentana up to Ferrandina and then take 
SS7 Appia up to Matera. Take the exit onto 
Modugno-Bari, continue forward onto SS96 in 
the direction of Altamura, then take SS99 to 
Matera. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Matera Centrale. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 60 km (Shuttle 
         Bus Service >> the Centre of Matera). 
Brindisi Airport - 140 km.

                Viale Nitti Francesco Saverio 8 
                 0835 263932

Montescaglioso

Located in the Province of Matera, formally the 
centre of a county in the Norman Kingdom of 
Sicily, this ancient town enjoys magnificent views
over the Bradano river and the Matera ravine. 
The Benedictine Abbey of San Michele is one 
of the most important Benedictine monasteries 
in Basilicata and dates back to at least 1079. 

Abbey of 
San Michele Arcangelo, 
Montescaglioso
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pool.  The farm produces organic farm cereals, 
vegetables, olives and fruit. 

 Contrada Dogana, 175    0835 202195
 www.ortodilucania.it  @ info@ortodilucania.it 

Locanda dell’Abate
Restaurant specalising in seafood. There is no 
menu, the chef selects the dishes of the day 
according to the ingredients available from the 
local market and caters to your personal dietary 
needs. Friendly and attentive service. Highly 
recommended.

 Largo Monterrone, 18, 75024   0835 207830
@ locandadellabate@virgilio.it

How to get to Montescaglioso
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano/
         Potenza, follow directions to Potenza 
and join E847; drive along la SS407 Basentana, 
take the exit for Matera, follow directions to 
Montescaglioso. 
From A14: take the exit for Mottola/Castellaneta, 
follow directions to Ginosa and then to 
Montescaglioso. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Ferrandina. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 80 km.

Craco

Regularly featuring in world listings of the top 
10 ghost towns to visit, Craco is renowned for 
its haunting mystery and beauty. Despite very 
little being known about it, tombs dating to the 
1st century were found in the Sant’Angelo area 
and it is assumed that an indigenous settlement 
was established by them.

Due to recurring earthquakes, landslides and lack 
of fertile farming land in the mid-twentieth century, 
the town’s inhabitants were forced to abandon 
their homes and move to Craco-Peschiera and 
Craco-Sant’Angelo, leaving Craco uninhabited. 

Hardly touched since then you can only access the 
town via a guided tour through this Ghost town 
which shows the eyrie allure of its silent beauty.

Due to its unique landscape Craco has been 
used as a set for a number of movies, including 

View of the old town of Craco



Cattedrale di Santa Maria Assunta di Irsina 
(Irsina Cathedral)  The impressive 13th century
cathedral of Santa Maria Assunta is one of the 
most beautiful in the region. Largely rebuilt at 
the end of the 18th century, it houses a very 
fine baptismal font from 1453 and a statue of 
Saint Eufemia, thought by some to be the only 
surviving sculpture created by the important 
Renaissance artist, Andrea Mantegna.

Chiesa di San Francesco Rebuilt in the 17th century 
over a 13th century monastery, the church has a 
fine crypt that incorporates remains of a Norman 
castle and many beautiful 14th century frescoes. 

Chiesa del Purgatorio The Church of Purgatory, 
an 18th century church with works by Pietro 
Antonio Ferro, Francesco Polino and Andrea 
Miglionico, is also worth visiting. 

Janora Civic Museum Irsina’s archaeological 
museum has an intriguing collection of artefacts 
dating from Neolithic to Roman times. The 
most valuable and interesting piece of the 
collection is a calyx-krater, or wine bowl, 
depicting the myth of the Greek hero, 
Bellerophon, fighting the Chimaera, a monster 
which was part goat, part snake and part lion. 

 Piazza San Francesco, 8 
  0835 518330 / 339 4589526                   

 www.irsina-arte.com  @ arenacea@tiscali.it

Fuoco di Vino
The restaurant offers typical Lucanian dishes 
and local DOC and DOCG wines. Particularly 
renowned for excellent antipasti and pork dishes, 
excellent service and its lovely ambience.

 Corso Matteotti, 7   0835 518889
@ pierdemu@libero.it

King David, The Nativity Story, Quantum of 
Solace and The Passion of the Christ.

Aliano  

Aliano is a hill top town south west of Craco 
famed for its peculiar houses made only of 
raw clay and set in the beautiful clay landscape 
known as the Calanchi or ‘lunar landscape’. The 
cliff faces are made from white clay and sand 
which reach immense heights, and the surrounding
valleys are characterised by water erosion and 
ravine. The town is relatively quiet, however, it 
hosts one of the most extravagant Lucanian 
Carnival celebrations in Basilicata, La Maschere 
Cornute (the horned mask festival). Alongside 
this is the Festival of Paesologia (the moon and 
the Calanchi) which takes place in late summer 
or early autumn; a four day festival of art, humour, 
music, literature and sound, it is directed by poet 
Franco Arminio. 

Irsina
Located approximately 50 km from Matera, 
Irsina was built around the Bradano river which 
borders the regions of Basilicata and Puglia. It 
is a medieval walled town, unspoilt by tourism 
and boasting a variety of valuable historical and 
religious monuments. Irsina is divided between 
the old town which sits snugly within its medieval 
stone walls, and the new town which sits out-
side the walls. The old town is entered through 
an impressive gateway. This leads to the main 
piazza which, in turn, has a double row of olive 
trees leading off to the Cathedral. Its narrow, 
winding streets which lie behind ancient walls, 
hold clues to Irsina’s varied past, displaying a 
myriad of architectural styles and art. Outside 
the city are the Bottini, long underground tunnels
once used to supply water to the city using a 
high quality hydraulic system.  During the middle 
of August, Irsina hosts the vibrant village festival, 
La Sagra del Vino e della Lumaca, celebrating 
the local gastronomic specialities including the 
locally produced wine and snails.
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Sanctuary of the Santa Maria a’Anglona which 
has been a national monument since 1931.

Restaurant Lanterna Blu
Offering typical Lucanian dishes, a wide selection 
of pizzas and local DOC and DOCG wines.  An 
excellent selection of meats, cheeses and pasta. 
Warm and friendly service.

 Via Torquato Tasso, 13    0835 532107

 www.lanternablu.info  @ info@lanternablu.info

How to get to Tursi
         From A3: take the exit to Atena Lucana, 
         follow directions to Taranto, take the 
SS598 and drive up to Tursi. 
From A14: take the exit to Palagiano. Take the 
SS106, and then take the exit to Scanzano 
Jonico sud; first, follow directions to Val d’Agri 
and then to Tursi.

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.       

         Bari Palese Airport - 155 km.

How to get to Irsina
         From Matera: take the SP209 until La 
         Martella exit then the SS655 Bradanica 
and then SS96 exit Irsina  

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza either 
         by Ferrovie dello Stato (via Foggia or Via 
Taranto-Napoli) or by Ferrovie Appulo Lucane.

         Bari Palese Airport - 80 km.

Tursi

Tursi is a town with Arabic routes cradled in 
the moon-like landscape of Calanchi, and is 
the home town of the dialect poet Albino 
Pierro, who was nominated several times for 
the Nobel Prize for Literature. Visit the oldest 
part of  Tursi, here you will find the Church of 
Santa Maria Maggiore and the Cathedral of 
the Annunciation where inside you can admire 
the frescos by Giovanni Todisco and the walls 
which are decorated by pupils of the Giotto 
school. A few miles just outside of  Tursi, is the 

Irsina Cathedral
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and cruiser boats.  They also provide services 
such as shuttle transport, beach umbrellas and 
beds on a private beach, sports equipment and 
changing rooms. Details of activities and course 
durations can be found on their website.

 Lido 48, 75015   0835 1825858
 www.basilicatavela.it  @ info@basilicatavela.it

Porto degli Argonauti A marina resort offering 
luxury self-catering villas, a spa, sporting facilities, 
a sailing school and yacht charter. Concerts are 
held in the summer months in the amphitheatre. 
A pine forest separates the marina from the 
private beach. Services include shuttle transport, 
beach umbrellas and beds.

 Contrada Lido di Macchia, 75020
  0835 470218   www.portodegliargonauti.it

@ info@portodegliargonauti.it

Pisticci

Bernalda

Metaponto

Policoro

Montalbano
Jonico Scanzano

   Jonico

Rotondella

Nova Siri

Ionian Coast

Pisticci

Pisticci is located on a mountaintop in the 
province of Matera, in the River Basento Valley. 
In 1688, a land slide destroyed half of the old 
town. The land has now been reconstructed 
and is known as the ‘U Dirupo’ translated from 
the Pisticcese dialect as ‘The Fallen’. The Italian 
Ministry of Culture has identified and recognised 
it as one of the 100 Wonders of Italy for its 
distinctive simple white-washed houses.  You 
can also take an evening stroll along the Corso 
Margherita to browse the shops and sample 
their famous gelato.

Basilicata Vela This is a yacht club of the Italian 
Sailing Federation and an authorised sailing 
school. It provides many sailing activities such as 
kite surfing, windsurfing, dinghies, catamarans 
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Hotel Torre Fiore ****
Close to the picturesque village of Pisticci, this 
fortified manor house has been transformed into 
a ‘fortified resort’ with 13 suites. Surrounded 
by its walls and protected by its 16th century 
spotting towers, the Hotel Torre Fiore overlooks 
the Ionian coast and it is set in the superb scenery 
of the Calanchi of Basilicata.

 Contrada Terranova, 75015    0835 580239
 www.hoteltorrefiore.com  

@ info@hoteltorrefiore.com 

Case in Vacanza - Residence Club Argonauti
Elegant self catering apartments within the ma-
rina complex of Porto degli Argonauti on the 
Ionian coast. Offering a wide range of facilities 
including a swimming pool, tennis, gym, sailing, 
cafe, restaurants, a private beach, lush gardens 
and a pine forest.

 Lido di Macchia, 75020    0835 470216
 www.caseinvacanza.com  

@ info@caseinvacanza.com

Masseria Macchia & Relais San Pio
Dating back to 1800 and set in the countryside 
of Pisticci this enchanting and remote residence 
is an oasis of peace. The ‘Locanda le Giare’ 
offers Mediterranean cuisine and has a private 
lido ‘Macchia di Sole’ with low and sloping sea 
beds. A Spa Wellness Centre offering steam 
baths and reinvigorating body treatments.

 Contrada Macchia Nuova, Marina di Pisticci
  0835 582193   www.masseriamacchia.it  

@ direzione@masseriamacchia.it

Restaurant L’Incontro
The restaurant offers a wide range of top quality 
local products such as cheeses, crunchy peppers, 
handmade pasta, vegetables and seasonal fruit. In 
the town a wide range of bread is prepared in a 
wooden stove and is a must have on all of their 
tables.

 Via Risorgimento, 2   0835 582467
@ lincontro@tiscali.it

Pasticci in Cucina
In a discrete location, the restaurant offers typical 
Lucanian dishes and local DOC and DOCG 
wines.

 Via Minghetti, 17    0 835 582759
@ pasticci.trotta@gmail.com     

How to get to Pisticci
         From A3: Sicignano – Potenza exit, 
         continue on the SS407 Basentana up to 
Pisticci.  
From A14: Palagiano exit, follow the signs for 
the SS106 Jonica, take the Marconia exit and 
follow the signs to Pisticci.

         Nearest Railway Station - Ferrandina.       

         Bari Palese Airport - 108 km.   

Bernalda

Bernalda is a hilltop town located in the province 
of Matera between two rivers, the Bradano 
and Basento.  

The plateau was originally settled by the Greeks, 
until the 15th century it was known as 'Camarda', 
reflecting the need of the inhabitants to live close 
to the lands they cultivated. It is believed the 
area was largely abandoned after the Angevin 
rule and repopulated in 1470 when the name 
Bernalda was derived from Bernardino de 
Bernardo, secretary of the King of Aragon, who 
restabilished the town. It was granted the title 
of 'City' in 1735 when Carlo III spent a night in 
the castle on his journey to his coronation in 
Palermo. The castle has four circular bastions and 
a square tower of Norman origin. 

Bernalda's annual street festival takes place in 
late August and includes outdoor concerts, a 
street parade and fireworks display. A family 
friendly event for all ages.
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Bernalda Castle The majestic Aragonese 15th 
century castle was part of the Kingdom of 
Naples. It is positioned in front of the 16th 
century Chiesa Madre dedicated to San 
Bernardino. From here you can enjoy a 
panoramic view over the Valle del Basento.  

Palazzo Margherita  Film director Francis Ford 
Coppola, renowned for the classic movie trilogy,  
The Godfather, has his roots in Bernalda. 
His ancestral home, the Palazzo Margherita, a 
stunning palace built in 1892 has been lovingly 
restored by the Coppola family into a luxurious 
boutique hotel. Non residents can eat and 
drink in the hotel's pizzeria and cafe. 

Hotel Giardino Giamperduto ***
A combination of elegance and charm the 
comfortably luxurious hotel in Bernalda is 
surrounded by olive trees and within easy 
reach of various beaches and archaeological 
sites while boasting a beautiful garden and pool.
 

 Via Giamperduto, 75012   0835 542462
 www.giamperduto.com @ info@giamperduto.com

Restaurant La Corte (Hotel La Corte)
At the entrance to the village, guests can enjoy 
the genuine tastes of the Lucanian tradition, 
celebrated and adapted to modern cooking.

 Via Matteotti, 4   0835 548509

 www.lacortehotel.net  @ lacorte.hotel@email.it 

Cea Bernalda e Metaponto Backpacking, guided 
tours to archaeological sites, archery, farm visits 
alongside workshops such as traditional jam 
making or the wine workshop, mountain biking 
and summer camps for children and teenagers.

 Via Ciannella, 15, 75012   329 419441          
 www.ceabernaldametaponto.it

How to get to Bernalda
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and then join SS407 Basentana 
up to Bernalda. 

The Ionian Coast
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of traditional seaside entertainment and 
activities ideal for families. The beautiful beach 
here is a delight due to its clean, shallow water 
and is backed by the remnants of a great pine 
forest.

Acquazzurra Water Park Located near 
Metaponto, the water park is suitable for all the 
family and offers a variety of flumes and slides, 
shallow splash pools, sporting activities and 
entertainment.

Riserva Naturale Metaponto-Marinella  This 
protected area is located close to the 
Archaeological Park of Metaponto and includes 
a coastal area and a recently planted forest with 
classic Mediterranean flora. There are rolling 
sand dunes here, with typical plants such as 
straw and marine rush. Particularly important 
is the natural presence of the Loggerhead Sea 
Turtle, which lays its eggs near the beach from 
late spring to early summer.

Metaponto Archaeological Park The monuments 
of the park tell the story of the ancient town 
from its foundation by the Greeks until the 
Roman era. This includes the remains of an urban 
sanctuary dedicated to Apollo Licio (Lycian 
Apollo), the adjacent Agora (market/assembly 
square), the ceramic or Kerameikos district 
and a regular town plan consisting of long and 
narrow blocks with a plateia (the main street). 
The main Doric Greek temples are situated in 
the Sacred Area and include the Athena Temple 
(6th century BC); Apollo Temple (6th century 
BC); Hera Temple (6th century BC); Aphrodite 
Temple and the Palatine Tables. The Agora hosts 
a semicircle theatre built on a previous circular 
one. 

Metaponto Archaeological Museum An unmissable 
museum, here you can see the impressive 
remains of the Palatine Tables as well as a 
collection of finds from around 2000 excavations 
retracing the life of ancient Metapontum.  
Open Monday 2pm - 8pm,  Tuesday - Sunday 9am - 8pm.

 Via Aristea, 21- Ortschaft Metaponto
  0835 745327

From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, follow 
directions to SS106 Jonica, take the exit for 
SS407 Basentana and then take the exit for 
Bernalda. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Ferrandina. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 125 km.

               Via Francesco Torraca 1, 75012 
                0835 547211

Metaponto

Metaponto is located in the province of Matera 
on the road that links Potenza and Matera with 
Taranto. It is partly set back from the 35 km of 
Ionian coastline by pine forest. 

With a population of only 1000 Metaponto 
is an exclusive resort with lots to see and do. 
The town is split with two main areas; the 
village which was founded by Greek colonists 
where ancient remains can be found, and the 
Metaponto Lido which consists  of a mile of 
white sandy beach.  

Founded by the Greeks in the 7th century BC, 
Metaponto formed part of the ancient civilisation 
of Magna Graecia, which once stretched across 
the bottom of Italy’s boot. The town has a rich 
archaeological history and has many attractions 
for tourists including the Archaeological Park 
with the impressive remains of the Palatine 
tables where knights gathered before heading 
off to the Crusades. The countryside surrounding 
the town contains many archaeological sites, 
and there is another archaeological park further 
north that has four temples dedicated to the 
Greek goddesses, Hera and Athena.  

Lido di Metaponto The Lido di Metaponto is full 



Metaponto Archaeological Park 



         Nearest Railway Station - Ferrandina. 
            
         Bari Palese Airport - 110 km.

               Viale Europa, 42, 75012  
                0835 745022

Rotondella

Rotondella is a pretty mountaintop village, 
located south west of Policoro. Its high position 
gives it unmissable views, looking over the Ionian 
coastline making it a great stopping point en 
route. Rotondella is an old Italian town with 
mentions of it in 1261 by the name Rotunda 
Marinis. It is also famous for its unusual layout, 
spiralling to the peak of the hilltop. The town 
is host to the Feast of St. Antonio Abate and 
the Fire Festival. This two day festival starts 
after the celebration of the Holy Mass, where 
a bonfire is lit in front of the Post Office while 
the bordering square hosts Albisinni music and 
folk songs.

Agriturismo Il Pago 
This family run farm house provides perfect 
family holidays for those who want to be 
surrounded by countryside. It has a restaurant 
and cosy rooms which give a family friendly 
feel, and also provides special workshops in 
which children can learn about how certain 
foods such as honey and jam are made, and 
about the farmers’ lives. 

 Via Piano del Forno, 7    0835 848090
 www.ilpago.eu  @ info@ilpago.eu

Agriturismo Il Pago
The restaurant offers Mediterranean cuisine from 
locally sourced produce. Homemade pasta such 
as ‘ffrizzùle’ is seasoned with ‘middìche’ (toasted
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Metaponto Beach Festival In August in the 
historic location of Castello Torremare, the 
Metaponto Beach Festival is attentive to new 
expressions of music and incorporates music, 
sun, sea, sports and culture.

Magna Grecia Hotel Village ****
Not far from Matera and the coast, the hotel 
has modern and minimalistic furnished living 
units, a private beach, bar, canoes, pedalos, 
bike-hire, sports facilities including a gym, spa  
facilities and children’s clubs.

 Via del Lido, 1, 75010   0835 745661
 www.magnagreciavillage.com 

@ booking@magnagreciavillage.com

Hotel Palatinum ***
Near the archaeological area of the Magna 
Graecia and not far from the beach, the hotel 
has a free parking area while the restaurant 
offers seafood specialties and excellent local 
wines. 

 SS 106 Jonica Km 449,300   0835 745206
 www.hotelpalatinum.it  @ info@hotelpalatinum.it

Alessidamo Club ***
Set on the plain of Metaponto and divided 
from the sea by a pinewood, the Club offers 
day-time and evening entertainment, a children’s 
club, sports tournaments and shows, access to 
a beach, a pool and a shopping centre.

 Viale Lido   0835 683111
 www.alessidamo.it  @ info@alessidamo.it

How to get to Metaponto
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza, continue forward onto SS407
Basentana, then follow directions to Bernalda-
Metaponto. 
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, follow 
directions to SS106 Jonica and then from there 
take the exit for Metaponto. 
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bread crumbs with sweet red pepper) and a meat 
sauce.  The main courses are traditionally meat-
based (goat, lamb, pork, chicken), accompanied 
by salads and local wines. Specialties include 
Calzoni stuffed with meat and served with 
different sides such as ricotta cheese and chunks 
of sausage. Advanced booking is necessary.

 Via Piano del Forno, 7   0835 848090

 www.ilpago.eu  @ info@ilpago.eu 

How to get to Rotondella
         From A3: take the exit Lauria Nord onto
          the SS653 Sinnica and then exit for 
Rotondella.
From SS106 Jonica: take the exit SS653 Sinnica 
and follow the road until the exit for Rotondella.

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri.       

         Bari Palese Airport - 150 km.   

Nova Siri

Nova Siri is a 10 minute drive from Rotondella 
and is located just south west of Policoro along 
the border. It is a pretty hilltop town situated 
on the river in the surrounding area of San 
Nicola, with picturesque views of the Ionian 
coastline. Go there for the Marina di Nova Siri, 
a popular seaside resort with a stunning beach 
famous for its white sand and blue waters. 
The promenade is lined by a pine forest which 
accommodates refreshment facilities and pathways. 

Centro Turistico Akiris ****
Set on the Ionian Coast only 250 meters from 
the sea, the hotel provides excellent sports 
facilities including tennis, five-aside soccer, swimming, 
archery, basketball, volleyball, bowls and putting.  
There is a wide range of entertainment including 
a children’s club, sport tournaments and shows. 
The beach, reached through a pinewood, provides 
sun-umbrellas and sunbeds. 

 Contrada Laccata, Nova Siri   0835 537111
 www.akiris.it  @ info@akiris.it

Villaggio Club Giardini D’Oriente ****
A typical Mediterranean resort set in 5 hectares 
edged by pinewood of maritime pines. Its spacious 
rooms, vicinity of the sea, equipped wellness 
centre, skilled staff and top quality facilities 
make this accommodation ideal for families.

 Via Luci del Varietà 75020   0835 877684
 www.giardinidoriente.com       

@ info@giardinidoriente.com

B&B Nova Siri
Situated in the heart of the town, this B&B offers 
comfortable rooms, wifi, a bike service and is 
within walking distance of the beach.

 Vico II Gramsci, 75020  
  0835 536124 / 339 5236243 

 www.bbnovasiri.it   @ info@bbnovasiri.it

Restaurant Alla Corte del Conte
The restaurant offers typical Lucanian cuisine 
and is known for its excellent selection of meat 
dishes served with local DOC and DOCG wines.

 SS 106 Jonica Km 417    0835 877588
@ giovanni.conte87@virgilio.it

Policoro
Policoro is located in the fertile plain of 
Metaponto and is on the coast of the Matera 
province. The town is three kilometres from 
the Ionian sea, separated from its beaches by a 
tranquil pine forest nature reserve. The Ionian 
Sea is rich in marine life and dolphins and sea 
turtles are common in the bay.

Perfect for families, Policoro offers a wide range
of activities including an outward bound adventure 
centre at the world famous sailing academy, 
Circolo Velico Lucano, which encourages younger 
children in school to participate in marine activities. 
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They hold school camping and day trips along 
with summer camps for anyone to join. The 
centre provides a variety of experiences such as 
sailing, wind and kite surfing, horse riding, wildlife 
spotting (dolphins/sea turtles), orienteering and 
much more to keep kids busy. 

Walking in the forest, trekking, mountain biking, 
horse riding, archery, sailing, diving and canoeing 
are all popular leisure activities for visitors at 
this much loved seaside town. A street market 
is held on the 27th of every month in Policoro 
in the main square from 8am onwards.

With the presence of five rivers and a warm 
climate, Policoro produces the finest quality
fruit and is famous for sweet strawberries 
which are exported worldwide. The waters 
around Policoro are so clean turtles such as 
the Loggerhead nest on the beaches. The local 
turtle sanctuary provides opportunities to 
learn more about them.

WWF Oasis Policoro Herakleia Nature Reserve
Located in Policoro, the nature reserve is 
perfect for families. Within the reserve, it is 
possible to visit the Recovery Centre for Wild 
Animals (CRAS) and participate in various 
activities organised by the Environmental 
Education Centre (CEA), which include forest 
walks, horse riding on the beach, archery and 
water sports such as canoeing and sailing.

National Museum of Siritide  The Archaeological 
Museum is rich in historical finds and contains 
the ruins of the ancient Greek colonies of Siris 
and Herakleia while the Archaeological Park is 
situated behind the National Museum and 
contains the Shrine of Demeter and the 
Archaic Temple dedicated to Dionysus and 
dating back to the 7th century BC. 
Open Monday,  Wednesday and Sunday 9am - 8pm, 
Tuesday 2pm - 8pm.   Via Cristoforo Columbo, 8 
  0835 972154

View of the Ionian Coast from Policoro



The Blues in Town Festival Held annually in July 
and August, the music festival is one of the most 
important in Southern Italy. It’s been running 
for over a decade and offers free entry to an 
estimated crowd of 280,000 spectators.

Marina di Policoro  This marina is situated along 
the Ionian coastline. A purpose built resort 
along 3 km of pristine beach, the marina has its 
own equipped fishing village, moorings, yacht 
club, bars, restaurants and boutiques.

 Via S. Giusto - Loc. Torre Mozza

  0835 960302   www.marinadipolicoro.it

 

Hotel Marinagri *****
Overlooking the sea, this refined and gorgeous 
hotel is near a yachting harbour and, alongside 
spacious rooms, it also offers a spa, bars, restaurant, 
private beach and pool overlooking the sea.

 Via San Giusto   0835 960201
 www.hotelmarinagri.it  @ info@hotelmarinagri.it

Orohotel ****
The Orohotel is 2 km from the town centre of 
Policoro and 500 metres from the beach. The 
hotel includes two restaurants, a bar, swimming 
pool, gym, jacuzzi and parking.

 Viale del Lido, 22/A, 75025   0835 910190
 www.orohotel.it  @ info@orohotel.it 

Hotel Heraclea ****
The hotel is 250 metres from the beach and 
near a large pinewood which stretches along 
the whole coast where you will find several 
kilometres of cycling tracks and paths, ideal for 
nature lovers.

 Viale del Lido   0835 910144
 www.hotelheraclea.com @ info@hotelheraclea.com

Restaurant Luna (Hotel Marinagri)
The sophisticated restaurant offers creative 
dishes made with typical Lucanian products, 

and a philosophy of recalling ancient memories 
and filling them with innovative flair! 

 Via San Giusto   0835 960201

 www.hotelmarinagri.it  @ info@hotelmarinagri.it

A.S.D. 5 Vele Offers kite-surfing courses, wind-
surfing, kayaking, dolphin watching, sailing and 
sailing courses. Any member will be covered by 
insurance while practicing these sports. 

 Porto Marinagri, 75025   388 1286402   
 www.cinquevele.net

How to get to Policoro 
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and join SS407 Basentana; join 
SS106 at the junction with Reggio Calabria and 
follow directions to Policoro. 
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano. Follow 
directions to SS106 Jonica and then follow 
directions to Policoro. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Policoro.

         Bari Palese Airport - 135 km.

               Via Giustino Fortunato, 30
                0835 903111
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Montalbano Jonico &
 Scanzano Jonico

Montalbano Jonico and Scanzano Jonico are 
modern towns close to the Ionian coastline just 
20 minutes apart from each other. Scanzano 
Jonico is a 10 minute drive away from its beach 
which is one of the more isolated beaches on 
the Ionian coastline. 

Montalbano Jonico is surrounded by agricultural 
land, home to olive and citrus trees. It is also 
famous as the place of origin of the family of 
Nicola Romeo, the founder of the iconic Italian 
Alfa Romeo cars.

Don Paolo Go karting and motocross tracks 
available as well as kart and quad bike rental 
and courses in mini cross. 

 Strada Provinciale, 95, Scanzano Jonico - Montalbano 
Jonico, 75023   333 4012316 / 348 1765329

 www.donpaolo.net  @ info@donpaolo.net

 

Agriturismo Vigna Sui Laghi
Set within a working family-run wine farm, this 
Agriturismo offers comfortable farmhouse 
accommodation. Guests can freely tour the 
vineyards, citrus cultivations, olive groves and 
forests. Rowing and fishing is available on two 
private lakes, as well as mountain bikes, a tennis 
court and BBQ area. 

 Masseria Lanzolla,  Montalbano Jonico
  0835 691197   www.vignasuilaghi.it  

@ info@vignasuilaghi.it

How to get to Montalbano Jonico 
         From A3: take the exit for Atena Lucana 
         to join SS598 in the direction of Reggio 
Calabria, then take the exit for Montalbano 
Jonico. 
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, drive 
along SS106, then take the exit for Scanzano 
Jonico sud and follow directions to Montalbano 
Jonico. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.

         Bari Palese Airport - 145 km.

 

Hotel Portogreco  ****
An elegantly structured building located on the 
Ionian coast framed by a beautiful, lush pine 
forest, an oasis of the WWF. Features include 
a private beach, swimming pool, tennis courts, 
basketball and volleyball, archery, table tennis 
and golf driving range. The hotel also offers a spa 
with sauna, Turkish bath, jacuzzi and swimming 
pool. It is particularly appropriate for families 
with children.

 Via le C.E. Bernasconi, Scanzano Jonico
  0835 953529   www.hotelportogreco.it 

@ prenotazioni@hotelportogreco.it

How to get to Scanzano Jonico 
         From A3: take the exit Sicignano-
         Potenza onto the SS407 and then follow 
the direction to Metaponto. Take the SS106 
Jonica until the exit for Scanzano Jonico.

         Nearest Railway Station - Scanzano Jonico. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 130 km.
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Castelmezzano

Castelmezzano is located close to the village 
of Pietrapertosa within the Parco Regionale 
di Gallipoli Cognato e delle Dolomiti Lucane, 
south east of Potenza.

Castelmezzano is one of the highest villages in 
Basilicata with clusters of houses perched 
precariously on its narrow ledges which drop 
sharply away into the gorge below. The village 
offers evocative panoramas and is rich in history 
and tradition. One of its colourful festivals takes 
place in September - the Marriage of the Trees. 

In the village itself is the Chiesa Madre di Santa 
Maria dell’Olmo which dates back to the 13th 
century and hosts a precious 14th century 
wooden statue of the Madonna with Child, 
known as ‘Madonna of the Elm’. The Madonna 
delle Grazie Chapel is also worth visiting and a 
beautiful Baroque altar can be found here. You 

can also visit the ruins of the ancient city walls 
and the historic castle, Castrum Medianum. 

Volo dell’Angelo One of Basilicata’s most exhilarating 
tourist attractions, it is not for the faint-hearted. 
This zip-wire adventure takes you on an incredible 
1550 metre  journey from the peaks of Parco 
Regionale di Gallipoli Cognato e delle Dolomiti 
Lucane, across to the village of Pietrapertosa 
which clings to a mountain peak opposite. There 
are two zip wires enabling a return journey.

Castrum Medianum (Castle in the Middle)  
This is a Norman castle which was built after 
occupation by the Lombards, and it was from 
its name that the town derived its own. Tourists 
can now visit what is left of the castle; the ruins 
of its walls and a flight of stairs where people can 
get a high viewpoint of the surrounding area. 

Trivigno

Accenttura

TricaricoBrindisi
di Montagna

Campomaggiore

Pietrapertosa

Castelmezzano

Lucanian Dolomites
& neighbours
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La Locanda di Castromediano 
A quirky hotel located in Castelmezzano in the 
Parco Regionale di Gallipoli Cognato e delle 
Dolomiti Lucane. The hotel has stunning views 
of the Lucanian Dolomite Mountains, elegant 
rooms and a homely feel; it is also located next 
to the thrilling attraction, the Flight of the Angel. 

 Via Volini, 50   0971 986249
 www.beccodellacivetta.it

@ beccodellacivetta@tiscali.it

La Grotta dell’Eremita 
This accommodation provides large and bright 
rooms overlooking the magnificent scenery of 
the Lucanian Dolomites. It offers typical and 
refined accommodation in a place surrounded 
by nature and peace. 

 Contrada Calcescia, 1 Castelmezzano 
  0971 986314   www.grottadelleremita.com

@ info@grottadelleremita.com

Restaurant La Grotta dell’Eremita
(Hotel La Grotta dell’Eremita) 
A tranquil restaurant which provides pretty 
views of the Lucanian Dolomites.  Their products 
are worthy of note with fresh and matured 
cheeses, meat and cold cuts. They also give the 
opportunity to harvest grapes, pick cherries 
and milk the cows.

 Contrada Calcescia, 1   0971 986314 

 www.grottadelleremita.com

@ info@grottadelleremita.com 

How to get to Castelmezzano
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza, follow directions to Potenza and 
join E847; drive along SS407 Basentana, take 
the exit for Albano Scalo, follow directions to 
Castelmezzano. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and follow for Metaponto; 

Castelmezzano
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B&B La Casa di Penelope e Cirene 
This B&B is furnished tastefully using family 
furniture which gives it a comfortable and 
spacious feel. It is set in the heart of the village 
overlooking the mountain of Caperrino. 

 Via Garibaldi, 32   338 3132196
@ teresa.colucci@tiscali.it

How to get to Pietrapertosa
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and follow signs for Potenza, 
take the exit for Campomaggiore and follow 
directions to Pietrapertosa. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia and continue 
driving in the direction of Candela and follow 
directions to Potenza and then to Metaponto. 
Take the exit for Campomaggiore and follow 
directions to Pietrapertosa.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 200 km.

               Via Garibaldi, 85
                0971 983369

join SS407, take the exit for Albano Scalo and 
follow the signs for Castelmezzano.    

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.         

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 165 km.

               Piazza Antonio Conte Campagna, 24   
                0971 986231

Pietrapertosa

Located just east of Castelmezzano, this 
picturesque hilltop town is classed as one of 
the most beautiful towns in all of Basilicata, and 
also the highest. It overlooks the mountains of 
the Lucanian Dolomites, and is well known to 
scare and amaze tourists as the town sits close 
to the edges of the rock it is situated on. The 
town sits on the only main road to an ancient 
castle.  The fortification is dominated by a 
naturally made arch that was once used as a 
lookout point and provides breathtaking views. 
If you are more of a thrill seeker you can also 
enjoy the view from the fastest zip wire in the 
world, the Flight of the Angel.  The Marriage of 
the Trees festival takes place in June. 

Castle Ruins Documented as a Saracen castle 
and later built up by the Normans, the castle of 
Pietrapertosa is now in ruins which overlook 
the town. Steps carved directly into the rock 
lead to a sandstone arch.  The castle is not only 
worth visiting for the ruins themselves but for 
its incredible view, a combination of forests, 
mountains, streams, valleys and sky. 

Sulle Tracce Degli Arabi (In the Footsteps of the 
Arab) In August the town delves back into 
its Arabic influences with a cultural festival of 
traditional dress, food, music, enchanting dance 
performances and snake charmers. 

 www.prolocopietrapertosa.it

Pietrapertosa



Maggio Accettura (the Marriage of the Trees)
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to Albano di Lucania. Then, continue driving up 
to Castelmezzano and then to Accettura.
From A14: take the exit to Foggia, drive in 
the direction of Candela and follow directions 
to Melfi. Then drive in the direction of Meta-
ponto, take the exit to Albano di L., drive up to 
Castelmezzano and then up to Accettura. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Bari Palese Airport - 130 km.

Trivigno

Quaint and pretty, Trivigno is near Potenza, 
overlooking the valley of Basento. There are 
several cave churches throughout the area but 
Trivigno’s real charm is in the town itself.

La Foresteria di San Leo 
The Foresteria di San Leo was born out of 
renovations of a Benedictine Hermitage dating 
back to 1300 which still preserves the remains 
of the Abbey of San Leone. Completely 
surrounded by countryside, this comfortable 
guesthouse and swimming pool overlook the 
peaks of the Lucanian Dolomites. 

 San Leo, 11   0971 981157
@ laforesteriadisanleo@gmail.com

How to get to Trivigno
         From A3: take the exit Sicignano/
         Potenza, following directions to Potenza 
join E847; drive along SS407/Basentana and 
then take the exit for Trivigno.  
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and following directions to 
Potenza join SS65 in the direction of Trivigno.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 185 km.

Accettura

Accettura is a hilltop town south east of  Tricarico 
located in the Parco Regionale di Gallipoli Cognato 
e delle Dolomiti Lucane. Due to its location the 
town has striking views and offers visitors the 
chance to walk through the park and enjoy the 
wildlife that it holds. The town is famed for its 
festival, the Maggio Accettura, also known as 
the Marriage of the Trees, an ancient rite where 
a holly tree (Cima) is joined to an oak tree 
(Maggio) to symbolise good fertility and harvest. 
This festival is held in the spring and is a colourful 
event with with folk music and traditional cuisine, 
and is the perfect event for all ages.

Accettura’s Church of San Antonio and Cathedral 
Church of San Nicola are worth a visit. More  
famous however is their folk group, ‘I Maggiaioli’ 
di Accettura, who perform throughout Europe. 

Restaurant Garden
The Garden Restaurant is set in the Montepiano 
Forest in the heart of the Gallipoli Cognato 
Regionale Park. They offer traditionally made food 
with typical products including handmade pasta.

 Via Bosco Montepinto   0835 675417  
@ gardenristorante@tiscali.it

Nuova Atlantide soc. coop. A.r.l. Outdoor sports 
including an adventure park, archery, mountain 
biking, horse trekking, bird watching and 
orienteering, teaching labs, guided tours and 
excursions offered. 

 Località Palazzo, 75011   328 7338268  
 www.nuovaatlantide.com

How to get to Accettura
         From A3: take the exit to Sicignano-
         Potenza, follow directions to Potenza and 
drive along the SS407 Basentana up to the exit
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town orginates from 849 when Tricarico was 
a stronghold for the Lombard, then in 1048 
became the county with Norman association. 
It’s historical monuments include The Cathedral 
of the Assunta and The Norman Tower, built at 
around 27 metres high and used until the 17th 
century as a fortress. Tricarico is also famous 
in Basilicata for its carnival procession and 
costumes and, despite many towns in the region 
having their own carnival festival, Tricarico has 
been added to the Federation of European 
Carnival Cities and is the only town in the 
former Lucania to have received this accolade.

San Laviero Martire  The church of San Laviero 
Martire (12th century) has a Baroque-style 
high stone altar with an altarpiece of the 
Martyrdom of Saint Laviero (18th century).

Wine caves At the base of the village, the 
landscape is dominated by vineyards that take 
advantage of the rich land to produce the 
famous local wine Aglianico (DOC). In the 
street of the ‘Cantine’ (via delle Cantine) it is
still possible to visit the ancient caves where 
the wine was originally produced and stored.

Campomaggiore

The ghost town of old Campomaggiore comes 
alive every weekend in August as a talented cast 
depict the vision and creation of a utpoian city 
and how it was destroyed by a landslide in 1885.

Brindisi di Montagna

Just east of Potenza, the town of Brindisi di
Montagna is close to the Grancia Park which 
has a large, modern amphitheatre, a popular 
destination for lovers of opera and music. La 
Storia Bandita is performed every summer with 
a cast of over 400 local volunteers. The story 
depicts one of the most fierce and painful 
chapters of Basilicata’s history; the revolt of the 
peasants in the late 19th century who were 
inspired by the ideals of freedom and solidarity. 

 www.parcograncia.it

Tricarico

Tricarico is a hilltop town located south west of 
Irsina and just north of the Parco Regionale di 
Gallipoli Cognato e delle Dolomiti Lucane. This 

Grancia Park
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Anzi

This mountaintop town, south east of Potenza, 
has stunning views overlooking the Agri Valley. 
It also contains more than one Baronial palace 
and two major sanctuaries. The Astronomical 
Observatory Planetarium (Planetario Osservatorio 
Astronomico) found here has a powerful 
telescope and a 12 metre wide dome with 
an artificial projection, making it possible to 
explore the universe. It may be necessary to 
pre-book depending on the day you visit so 
make sure to check before you go.

Calvello

Calvello is a hilltop town located on the edge 
of the Parco Nazionale dell Appennino Lucano
Val d’Agri-Lagonegrese and is well known for 
being a fairy tale town in winter. Located on 
the mountain, the town gets covered with

snow in the coldest months making it a pretty place 
to visit, while its unique winter delicacies include 
mushrooms, truffles and wild berries. It is also known 
for its artistic ceramics - a classic design of a bird 
with a sparrow’s body and the tail of a peacock.

Viggiano
Viggiano, which lies near the Parco Nazionale 
dell Appennino Lucano Val d’Agri-Lagonegrese, 
has many medieval buildings and decorated 
doorways depicting musical instruments as it 
was once known for harp making and other 
musical instruments. Viggiano is close to 
Grumentum, an important archaeological site. 
Viggiano is also notable for being one of the 
places to grow grapes for the Terre dell’Alta Val 
d’Agri DOC wine, one of the best known table 
wines of the park, and for its proximity to the 
beauties of Lake Pietra del Pertusillo and the 
Sacred Mountain of  Viggiano.

Calvello

Viggiano

Grumento
Nova

San Chirico
Raparo

Anzi

Val d’Agri
& neighbours
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Restaurant Kiris (Hotel Kiris) 
The restaurant’s menu includes gorgeous and 
typical Lucanian dishes, and local DOC and 
DOCG wines.

 Contrada Case Rosse   0975 311053

 www.hotelkiris.it  @ info@hotelkiris.it

Ass. Arrampicata Sportiva in Lucania The Climbing 
Association in Lucania is passionate about 
bringing mountain sports and open air activities 
to the general public.  They manage the 
Viggiano Adventure Park which offers ropes 
courses of varying difficulties.  

 Via Nicola Sole, 85059   333 4932893   
 www.parcoavventuraviggiano.it     

@ info@parcoavventuraviggiano.it 

La Regina e Il Santo Patrono della Basilicata 
(The Queen and the Holy Patron of Basilicata)
A festival in two acts; Act One is on the first 
Sunday of May, where the statue of the Virgin 
Mary is carried out to the shrine of the sacred 
Monte Di Viggiano. Act Two takes place on the 
first Sunday in September when the statue of 
the Black Madonna is brought back into the town 
and culminates in a National Music Festival of 
Mothers and Children in the town of Muro Lucano.

Hotel Kiris ***
The large hotel with its swimming pool and tennis 
court is set in a park in the magnificent area of 
the Valley of Agri, in the municipality of Viggiano.

 Contrada Case Rosse   0975 311053  
 www.hotelkiris.it  @ info@hotelkiris.it 

Anzi



Pertusillo Lake, National Park Appennino 
Lucano Val d'Agri Lagonegrese



 Contrada Spineta, 50   0975 65590  

 www.agriturismoparcoverde.it 

@ info@agriturismoparcoverde.it

How to get to Grumento Nova
         From the A3: take the exit for Atena 
         Lucana, follow directions to Taranto and 
drive onto the SS598; then, take the exit to 
Grumento Nova. 
From A14: take the exit to Foggia and drive up 
to Candela; follow directions to Potenza and take 
the SS407 Basentana.  Then, take the exit to Tito, 
and drive along the SS95 following directions 
to Brienza and then take the SS598 and take 
the exit to Grumento Nova.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.    

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 200 km.

San Chirico Raparo

North east of Lauria, on the edge of the Parco 
Nazionale dell’Appennino Lucano Val d’Agri, the 
beautiful town of San Chirico Raparo perches 
on a hilltop overlooking the river below and 
has a breathtaking view of the mountains 
around it. Near to the town is a stream which 
appears and disappears depending on the time 
of year due to the nature of the ground it runs 
over, as well as two sulphur springs. Don’t miss 
the Abbey of Sant’Angelo and its cave which 
contains stalactites and stalagmites.

How to get to Viggiano
         From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive 
         the direction of Candela, follow directions 
to Potenza and join SS407 Basentana; take the 
exit for Tito, join SS95 in the direction of Brienza 
and then join SS598 driving to Taranto; take the exit
for Grumento Nova, follow directions to Viggiano.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 195 km.

Grumento Nova

Grumento Nova can be found near the western 
border of Basilicata, on the outskirts of the Parco 
Nazionale dell’Appennino Lucano Val d’Agri – 
Lagonegrese. It was an important city of Magna 
Graecia and its historical ruins from this period 
can be found in the Grumentum Archaeological 
Park. It is known for growing grapes for the Terre 
dell’Alta Val d’Agri DOC wine and hosts a wine 
  
Museum of the Upper Agri Valley which takes 
visitors through the vibrant history of Basilicata 
from pre-historic times until the Roman period. 

Grumentum Archaeological Park  Take a look 
at the nearby archaeological area which is 
mentioned as the scene of a battle between 
the Romans and part of Hannibal’s army. 
Open Monday 2pm - 8pm,  Tuesday to Sunday 9am - 8pm.  

 Loc. San Marco e Contrada Spineta   0975 65074

Agriturismo Parco Verde 
In this agriturismo you can taste genuine Lucanian 
cuisine thanks to themed events on the cuisine 
of different eras from the 1st century B.C. 
until late 1800. Many of the ingredients are 
produced on the farm with others organically 
farmed and sourced locally. 
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Grumentum Archaeological Park, Grumento Nova
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Senise
Valsinni

San Giorgio
Lucano

San Costantino
Albanese

San Paolo
Albanese

Pollino
& neighbours

Valsinni

This village is situated in the valley of the 
river Sinni on the hilltop. It has the ruins of an 
Acropolis which can be seen arranged in 
staggered rows with a water source. It also has 
the Literary Park of Isabella Morra, a renowned 
poet. The park was established in 1993 and 
extends over the places that the poet loved: 
the castle, the old town, the Sinni river, Mount 
Coppolo, the Gallinico wood and the chapel of 
the Pietà. In these places and the town centre 
regular events, tours and exhibitions take place.

Senise

On the outskirts of the Pollino National Park, 
Senise is famous for the ‘Senise pepper’, a well-
known local ingredient, and also for the nearby 
dam which is the largest clay dam in Europe. 
The artificial Lake of Senise offers a variety

Valsinni
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of water sports including rowing, canoeing and 
sailing through its very beautiful water courses.

Hotel Villa del Lago ***
Set on the Lake of Senise, the hotel has gorgeous, 
cheerful rooms and is able to organise excursions 
for guests. It is the perfect location for exploring 
Europe's largest natural park and the literary 
parks of the region.

 Contrada Chianizzi, Senise   0973 686735
 www.villadellago.it  @ villadellago@villadellago.it

Restaurant Villa del Lago (Hotel Villa del Lago) 
Set on the Monte Cotugno Lake (the Lake of 
Senise), the charming restaurant serves traditional 
Lucanian, national and international dishes.

 Contrada Chianizzi, Senise   0973 686735

 www.villadellago.it  @ villadellago@villadellago.it

How to get to Senise
         From A3: take the exit for Atena Lucana,
         follow directions for Taranto and join 
SS598. Then take the exit for Senise.
From A14: take the exit for Palagiano, join SS106 
and continue driving in the direction of Sinnica. 
Join SS653 and follow directions to Senise. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Nova Siri Scalo.

         Bari Palese Airport - 180 km.

San Giorgio Lucano

San Giorgio is a hilltop town found south west of 
Rotondella on the outskirts of the Pollino National 
Park surrounded by dense forest. Built in 1534 
by Albanian immigrants, San Giorgio Lucano was 
a place of refuge for those escaping from 
Muslim occupation, before later becoming part 
of the feud of the State of Noia prior to being 
controlled by the Pignatelli family.  The Sanctuary of

the Madonna del Pantano, built in 1560, is near the 
cave where a statue of the Madonna was found. 

San Costantino Albanese
A tiny little town of Arbëresh (Greek-Albanian) 
origins, it is one of the villages of Basilicata that 
belong to the area of the Pollino National Park. 
Today it is particularly known for the Flight of the 
Eagle, a hang gliding and zip wire experience mixed 
together for up to four people that allows you to 
see the entire park whilst flying over the roofs 
of the village. Its oldest part is divided in two: 
the upper part (Katundi alartaz) and the lower 
one (Katundi ahimaz). To be visited in the upper 
part is the church dedicated to Our Lady 
of Graces, the via Scanderberg starts here 
and crosses the entire village till the main 
square, on which stands the Cathedral Church 
dedicated to Saints Constantine and Helena. 
Of great interest is also the Church of the 
Madonna della Stella, patron Saint of the village, 
here you can find the real religious heart of the 
community of San Costantino.

San Paolo Albanese
Just like San Costantino, it is a small town of Arbëresh 
(Greek-Albanian) origins within the Pollino National 
Park. The village retains strong links with the 
Albanian language and the Byzantine rites which 
can be seen in the customs, weddings and festivals 
of the village. The celebration of the Holy Mass 
takes place in the Albanian language or, depending 
on the day and events, may be celebrated in 
Greek according to the Byzantine rite. 

The Museum of Arbëresh Culture of San Paolo 
Albanese contains numerous testimonies of the 
Albanian ethnic group including the tradition 
of hand weaving.  The bright yellow ‘broom’ 
plant was an essential ingredient used in the 
production giving the cloth a unique style. Textile 
production is still a way of village life and can 
be seen as you wander through the street and 
peek into the carefully restored local houses.
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& neighbours

Potenza 

Potenza is the capital of Basilicata. Nestled within 
the Apennine Mountains, the city overlooks the 
Basento River valley. 

The city was founded in Roman times however 
most of the town itself was destroyed by an 
earthquake in 1857. On top of this the remaining 
structures suffered significant damage in World 
War II.  As a result, Potenza has lost many of its 
ancient and medieval buildings but it is still a 
vibrant city definitely worth visiting. 

The historic centre of Potenza is located in the 
upper part of the city and the square of Mario 
Pagano provides a perfect base for exploring 
the town. Via Pretoria runs east to west across 
the city and is packed with bars, shops and 
restaurants, as well as cultural, architectural and 
historical buildings including the Palazzo del 
Governo, the recently restored Francesco 

Stabile theatre, and the church of San Francesco 
d’Assisi which was founded in 1274.  The church 
houses the De Grasis sepulchre and a 13th 
century Madonna in the Byzantine style that 
is worth visiting.  The Romanesque church of 
San Michele Arcangelo, dating back to the 11th 
century, has many beautiful artworks including 
over 500 ancient frescos, one of which depicts 
St. Michele slaying the dragon. Also worth visiting 
is the Torre Guevara, the last remnant of an old 
castle which now hosts art exhibitions.

At an altitude of 819 metres, it is the highest 
regional capital in Italy.

The ‘Dinu Adamesteanu’ National Archaeological 
Museum  The Archaeological Museum of Basilicata 
is located to the north of the town centre. It 
contains numerous interesting artefacts, ranging
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from the prehistoric age to Roman times. 
Open Sunday and Monday 9am - 1pm,  Tuesday - 
Saturday 4pm - 7pm (wintertime 9am - 1pm). 
Closed Monday afternoons.  

 Via Andrea Serrao, Palazzo Loffredo  0971323111

Provincial Archaeological Museum
Open Sunday and Monday 9am - 1pm,  Tuesday - 
Saturday 4pm - 7pm (wintertime 9am - 1pm). 

 Via Ciccotti   0971444833

The Duomo (Cathedral) of San Gerardo  The 
Cathedral was originally built during the 12th 
century in Gothic style and then restored in 
a neo-classical style in the 18th century.  The 
Cathedral still houses the rose window and 
apse from the original 12th century structure

and inside lie the remains of Saint Gerardo, the 
patron saint of Potenza.

Riserva Naturale Lago Pantano di Pignolaa
Located a few kilometres from Potenza, this WWF 
Oasis contains the Lake of Pantano di Pignola 
which spreads out into a valley surrounded by 
mountains. The lake was formed by an artificial 
dam in an area of meadows and cultivated fields. 
The nature reserve is home to a variety of 
wildlife including foxes, weasels, beech martens, 
hedgehogs and shrews.  The habitat provides the 
perfect environment for birds and the reserve 
is home to many beautiful species including 
grey herons, moorhens, egrets, widgeons, teals 
and many other species of duck, great crested 
grebes, kingfishers and lapwings.

Potenza, Theatre F.Stabile
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La Storica Parata dei Turchi Potenza  The two 
day festival in May begins with the Parade of the 
Turks entering the city in a colourful pageant in 
honour of San Gerardo. On the second day his 
effigy and relics are carried through the historic 
centre. 

 www.comune.potenza.it

Albergo Restaurant La Primula ****
In the countryside, only 5 minutes from the 
centre of Potenza, the hotel has tranquil gardens, 
a lovely swimming pool and terrace, perfect for 
a relaxing stay. Free parking is available. 

 Contrada Bucaletto, 61/62A, 85100 
  0971 58310   www.albergolaprimula.it 

@ info@albergolaprimula.it 

Grande Albergo Potenza ****
Situated in the centre of Potenza, the hotel 
has a magnificent view of the countryside and 
large, comfortable rooms. Its central location is 
ideal for reaching striking historical, cultural and 
natural areas.

 Corso 18 Agosto 1860, 46, 85100  
  0971 410220   www.grandealbergopotenza.it 
@ info@grandealbergopotenza.it

Hotel Vittoria ***
On the outskirts of Potenza, the hotel is easy 
to reach from the main highway of Basilicata 
and the town’s historical centre. It boasts 
warm hospitality and local cuisine alongside 
international dishes.

 Via Alessandro Pertini, 1, 85100   0971 56632
 www.hotelvittoriapz.it  @ info@hotelvittoriapz.it 

B&B Le Stagioni
Near the historical centre of Potenza, 
the Provincial Art Gallery, the Provincial 
Archaeological Museum and the beautiful 
garden of  Villa Santa Maria, the B&B has rooms 
reflecting the seasons and can organise a variety 
of excursions on request. 

 Via Ciccotti, 5, 85100   347 1992030
 www.beblestagioni.it  @ info@beblestagioni.it 

B&B La Cuntana
In the heart of the historical centre of Potenza, 
in a small old building, the B&B offers a warm 
environment with spacious, quirky rooms and 
an intimate and romantic atmosphere.

 Via Plebiscito, 19   0971 34937 / 339 4884802
 www.lacuntana.it  @ info@lacuntana.it 

Borgo Antico Santa Lucia
Located in the heart of the old town, adjacent 
to the Santa Lucia Square, in a house dating 
back to the 1800s, the B&B is finely furnished 
with gorgeous rooms. 

 Vico Santa Lucia II, 10   0971 1651754
 www.borgoanticosantalucia.eu 

@ borgoanticopotenza@gmail.com 

B&B Al Giardino dei Sogni
Only five minutes from the centre of Potenza, 
the B&B has a panoramic view of the city and 
comfortable, contemporary rooms. 

 Contrada Baragiano, 25/A, 85100 

  333 8512502   www.algiardinodeisogni.com/B&B
@ algiardinodeisogni@gmail.com 

Restaurant Cibò
The restaurant aims to select the best wine and 
food of Basilicata and varies the menu according 
to the season.Their dishes and wines are the 
result of a strong relationship between the 
restaurant, producers and guests. 

 Via Torraca, 131, 85100   0971 35688
@ info@ciboshop.com 

Bacco Restaurant (Grande Albergo Hotel)
The restaurant provides high quality typical 
Lucanian cuisine, often made from local 
products. Their food and wine menu varies 
according to the season and delicious, 
beautifully presented meals are produced. 

 Corso 18 Agosto 1860, 46, 85100 

  0971 410220   www.grandealbergopotenza.it 
@ info@grandealbergopotenza.it   
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Singapore Sling 
A contemporary restaurant and bar with 
modern cuisine based on the reinterpretation 
of old recipes. Guests can also enjoy grilled 
meat and top quality wines.

 Via Giovanni XXIII, 115, 85100   0971 418112

 www.singaporesling.eu  @ info@serea.com

Basilicata MTB Tour A tour for mountain bikers 
which takes you on scenic routes through the 
countryside of Basilicata, lead by a professional 
guide. A shuttle bus and luggage transport are 
provided and you can choose the length of 
your tour, from a day to a week. Nordic walking 
is also available.

 Via Plebiscito, 19, 85100   335 7009181
 www.basilicatamtbtour.it

@ info@basilicatamtbtour.it

How to get to Potenza
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and drive up to Potenza. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia and continue 
driving in the direction of Candela before 
following directions to Potenza. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 160 km.

               Via Pretoria, 253, 85100
                0971 326111

Tito

Tito is situated south west of Potenza and is near 
the Parco Nazionale dell’Appennino Lucano 
Val d’Agri-Lagonegrese and the WWF Riserva 
Naturale Lago Pantano di Pignola, which 
contains the Lake of Pantano di Pignola. The 
Franciscan Convent of St. Anthony of Padua, and 
its adjacent church, contains at least one fresco
by il Pietrafesa, a famous painter of Basilicata.

Tito’s key attraction, however, is its proximity 
to the sulphur springs and Torre di Satriano, an 
archaeological site.

Hotel Residence Santa Loja ****
The hotel has spacious, subtly decorated rooms 
including rooms for those with disabilities. It 
also has an lovely, elegant restaurant with a fish 
based menu. 

 Contrada Santa Loya, 85050   0971 485692
 www.santaloja.it  @ info@santaloja.it

Lucania Nordic Fitness Nordic skiing, walking 
and hiking courses and guided treks. 

 Via Nuvolese, 122, 85050  
  328 6469189 / 389 0697676   www.nordicfitness.it
@ lucanianordicfitness@gmail.com  

How to get to Tito
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza and join E847.  Take the exit for Tito. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia and drive in 
the direction of Candela. Then follow directions 
to Potenza and join SS407 Basentana; take the 
exit for Tito and join SS95 in the direction of  Tito.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 160 km.

Satriano di Lucania 
Satriano di Lucania is located south west of 
Potenza, on the edge of the Parco Nazionale 
dell Appennino Lucano Val d’Agri-Lagonegrese.
Giovanni de Gregorio, more often known as il 
Pietrafesa, and one of Basilicata’s most famous 
painters, was born here. He was very active 
in the early half of the 17th century and the 
Chapel of San Giovanni contains work by him 
in the form of frescoes painted above the altar. 
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The town is host to around 130 murals, painted 
by artists from all over Italy, which create a 
vibrant and creative environment and give the 
town its title, the Capital of Murals. Alongside 
the paintings of the town, don’t miss its 37 
metre high bell tower,  Archaeological Museum 
and the Museum of Rural Culture (both housed 
in Palazzo Loreti, now the Municipal Hall), and 
certainly don’t forget to pay a visit to the 
A. Anzani Municipal Theatre and the modern 
Amphitheatre Porticelle to see what’s on.

Pietragalla

The village of Pietragalla can be found just north 
of Potenza, surrounded by three hills.  The Palmenti 
Park consists of about 200 caves once used for 
storing grapes and wine-making. The use of 
structures such as these is part of an ancient 
tradition of wine-making found throughout the 
Mediterranean. The caves, which take the 
appearance of stone rooms built into the hillside, 
are thought to be between 700 and 800 years 
old. The wineries are constructed in such a way 
that in one room the grapes were crushed into 
juice which then flowed into another room 
for fermentation. The numerous, aged caves 
present an interesting and unique sight into age 
old traditions. Combine your visit to the Pal-
menti wine cellars with the chance to see the 
Palazzo Ducale which contains paintings from 
the 1700s. If you are in Pietragalla during May 
don’t miss the Feast of St. Theodosius Martyr.  
This involves fireworks every morning a week 
before the event which culminates in a musical 
performance and fireworks at midnight.

Sant’Angelo le Fratte

Situated almost on the western border of 
Basilicata, Sant’Angelo le Fratte lies at the foot 
of a mountain and is known as the Land of  Wine. 
The small town contains new bronze sculptures 
by the artist Pierfrancesco Mastroberti, wine caves 
built between the rocks and over 50 murals. Sant’Angelo le Fratte
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It’s worth visiting the Cathedral Church of
Sacro Cuore e San Michele Arcangelo which 
contains a throne, carved choir stall, paintings 
attributed to il Pietrafesa and two enormous 
bowls with carved marble pedestals of an 
unknown age. 

Its main attractions, however, are the climbing 
wall and the beautiful River Melandro which 
is suitable for fishing. For those seeking an 
isolated, natural experience, one can hike 
to the Fields of  Venus and soak in an expanse 
of wheat, potatoes, corn, fodder and barley 
planted at 1300 metres above sea level in a 
place with few other people around. At certain 
times in August during the Open Cellars event 
there are wine tastings, cheese and other typical 
local food.

Bac B&B Area Creativa
Area Creativa reflects the owners passion 
for art and contemporary design, a place for 
relaxation, wellness and quiet for your holidays 
in Sant’Angelo le Fratte. Free WiFi, parking and 
family friendly. Pets welcome.

 Via Strada Comunale, 9    0975 386009  
 www.bedandbreakfastareacreativa.it 

@ info@bedandbreakfastareacreativa.it

How to get to Sant’Angelo le Fratte
         From A3: take the exit for Potenza, 
         continue forward up to the exit for 
Sant’Angelo le Fratte. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and then follow directions 
to Potenza; then, take SS407 Basentana and 
take the exit for Tito Scalo, follow directions for 
Sant’Angelo le Fratte. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 150 km.

Vaglio di Basilicata

Located just outside of Potenza, Vaglio di Basilicata 
is notable for its Museum of the Ancient People 
of Lucania which not only displays archaeological 
findings but also a painting by Leonardo da Vinci, 
thought to be a self-portrait. There is also a 
Museum of Rural Civilisation located here. 
The old Neviera, or ice houses, consisting of two 
circular buildings which stand not far from the 
town on the slopes of Monte Giove were used 
in the 14th and 19th centuries to preserve 
food, the ice was also used to treat diseases. 
Snow would have been carried to the ice house, 
beaten into layers and then covered with leaves 
to insulate it. It is possible that the second building 
was actually intended for a guard to protect 
the ice. 

If interested in archaeological discoveries, visit 
Rossano where the ‘House of Pithoi’ is the 
reconstruction of a 5th century BC home. 
Nearby you will also find Serra San Bernardo, 
another archaeological area of interest.

Il Percorso Enogastronomico e Storico Culturale 
(The Path of Food,  Wine and Cultural History) 
In August, the town hosts a culinary and cultural 
festival of regional cuisine, local crafts and folk music. 

 www.prolocovagliobasilicata.it

Agriturismo La Dimora dei Cavalieri
This Agriturismo, known as The House of 
the Knights, offers comfortable farmhouse 
accommodation with superb views in the heart 
of the countryside. It is a working farm specialising 
in sheep, goats, durum wheat, pecorino and 
ricotta cheeses.

 Contrada Tataseppe, 1    340 3745730  
 www.dimoracavalieri.it 

@ info@dimoracavalieri.it 



Picerno
Situated west of Potenza, the picturesque 
Picerno is known as the Lioness of Lucania for 
its courageous fight during the Republican 
revolution of 1799.  The key attraction of 
Picerno is the Parish Church of San Nicola di 
Bari with its beautifully decorated interior and 
depictive bronze doors. In August the town 
hosts a two day pork festival highlighting the 
culinary traditions of rural life in the region.

Picerno

Il Ristorante della Dimora
Using produce from the farm on which the 
restaurant is located, the flavors of the meat 
are guaranteed to inspire all your senses with 
genuine and delicious aromas and tastes. Ricotta 
and pecorino cheeses are made through the 
traditional techniques of the ‘old shepherds’. 
Homemade flour is used for pizza and pasta 
dishes and the wine served comes from Sant 
Paul’s vineyard in Vaglio. 

 Contrada Tataseppe, 1    340 3745730  

 www.dimoracavalieri.it   

@ info@dimoracavalieri.it   

How to get to Sant’Angelo le Fratte
         From A3: take the exit for Sicignano-
         Potenza, join SS407 Basentana and take 
the exit for Vaglio di Basilicata.  
From A14: take the exit for Foggia. Drive in 
the direction of Candela and then first follow 
directions to Potenza and then to Vaglio di 
Basilicata.

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza.

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 175 km.

Tolve
The hilltop town of  Tolve is located north of 
Castelmezzano, an ancient Medieval centre, 
defended on a cliff and dominated by the remains 
of its ancient Castle. The feast of San Rocco is 
celebrated here in August and September. 

Other points of interest include the portal of the 
Church of San Pietro and the nearby remains 
of a Roman villa which dates back to the 4th 
century BC.  The villa was abandoned in the 
3rd century BC after a fire which was probably 
linked to the plundering carried out by 
Hannibal's troops during the Second Punic War.
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   Melfi

The medieval town of Melfi is situated in the 
province of Potenza, at the foot of the extinct 
volcano, Monte Vulture. The town itself is 
surrounded by a winding Norman city wall, 
the only one of its kind in Southern Italy.

Melfi has been inhabited since Neolithic times 
but began gaining importance throughout the 
Middle Ages when it became the Norman 
Capital of Southern Italy.  This spectacular town 
is not to be missed, with its splendid cathedral, 
Norman walls and rich cultural heritage.

Melfi is most famous for being the chosen 
headquarters of the Roman Emperor Frederick 
II of Swabia (Federico II of Svevia). From here 
he issued the famed Constitutiones Augustales 
to regulate feudal rights; the imposing stone 
castle which stands on the hill was said to be 
his favourite residence, considered to be one 

of the most beautiful castles in Italy and featuring 
an impressive 10 towers.  The castle has been 
modified by its various residents over the years, 
and now includes the National Archaeological 
Museum of Melfi.  This houses a fascinating 
collection of local artefacts dating back to 8th 
century BC including a sarcophagus of Asian origin 
dating from the 2nd century BC. Exhibitions 
are held in the old riding stables of the castle.

Crypt of Santa Margherita  The numerous cave 
churches of Melfi, known as Chiese Rupestri, are 
a major attraction. The 13th century crypt of 
Santa Margherita, located 3 km away from the 
town, is the most important cave church in the 
Melfi area. The interior of the cave is covered with 
frescoes and paintings depicting various themes.
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B&B Casa Laviano
In the historic centre of Melfi, and close to the 
cathedral and castle, the gracefully luxurious and 
sumptuous B&B offers a roof terrace, lounge and 
kitchen which provide comfort and independence. 

 Via Francesco Saverio Nitti, 43, 85025
  0972 250039 / 328 9866345

 www.casalaviano.it  @ info@casalaviano.it 

B&B Capricci di Miria
A prettily furnished flat, set in a quiet location on 
the outskirts of Melfi, the B&B offers comfort 
and warm hospitality alongside a terrace, lounge, 
and breakfast with typical Lucanian products.

 Via Ischia, 85025   338 6801665
 www.capriccidimiria.it  @ info@capriccidimiria.it 

B&B Alla Corte Blu
Located just outside Melfi, the B&B is surrounded 
by fields and orchards, and has a parking area. 
All its rooms are large, bright and comfortable. 

 Via Monteverde, Contrada Bicocca, 85025
  0972 727787 / 237932   www.allacorteblu.it 

@ info@allacorteblu.it

Restaurant Grotta Azzurra
Creative flair, scents, freshness, intense tastes, 
quality, curiosity and research characterise the 
restaurant which offers fantastic food and a 
beautiful, evocative atmosphere.

 Via Carmine,13, 85025   0972 238134

 www.ristorantegrottazzurra.it 
@ info@ristorantegrottazzurra.it 

How to get to Melfi
         From A3: take the exit for A1/E45 in 
         the direction of Bari, then take the exit 
for Bari-Salerno, join A16, take the exit for 
Candela. Follow the directions to Melfi. 
From 14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and follow directions to Melfi. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Melfi. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 140 km.

Cattedrale di Santa Maria Assunta (Melfi Cathedral) 
This is the most important religious monument 
of Melfi.  The cathedral dates back to the 11th 
or 12th century, depending on varying sources, 
but has been renovated several times. Only the 
bell tower dates back to the Norman period, 
whilst the front clearly has Baroque influences. 
The interior contains a magnificent 13th century 
fresco; the Madonna with Child and Angels.

Monticchio Lakes 
Situated to the south west of Melfi there are 
two beautiful volcanic lakes surrounded by thick, 
green vegetation. This is a delightful place to walk 
all year round and in the summer pedal boat 
hire is available. The stately Benedictine Abbey 
of San Michele Arcangelo overlooks the lakes.

Massimo Pallottino National Archaeological 
Museum of Melfi Open Monday 2pm - 8pm,  Tuesday 
to Sunday to 9am - 8pm.  

 Via dei Normanni, Castello, 85025    0972 238726  
@ sba-bas.melfimuseo@beniculturali.it

La Festa dello Spirito Santo On the day of 
Pentecost this festival recalls the return of 
survivors to Melfi, freed by the Spanish army 
after the defeat of the French in 1528. 

Il Convegno Nazionale di Falconeria In October, the 
court of Frederick II of Swabia is used for the 
National Conference of Falconry.  The gathering of 
falconers who parade through the streets are 
accompanied by jesters, stilt walkers and storytellers. 

Hotel Due Pini ***
Situated in the heart of Melfi, the hotel has 
a view of Monte Vulture, an inactive volcano, 
lovely rooms and a roof terrace. It is a child 
friendly hotel. Bike hire, horse riding and 
excursions are also available.

 Piazzale Stazione, 85025   0972 21031
 www.hotelduepini.com @ info@hotelduepini.com 
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Aglianico Wine Festival Venosa is well known
as the city of wine, producing the famous 
Aglianico del Vulture (DOC) wine, one of 
Italy’s best red wines. Since 2007, the annual 
Aglianico Wine Festival has been held in 
September, with tastings, cooking classes and 
various other events.

Archaeological Park of Venosa  The Archaeological 
Park is situated at the north eastern edge of 
Venosa and contains the ruins of a Roman 
settlement, including an amphitheatre and thermal 
baths. For those interested in history both 
places are essential to your Basilicata itinerary.

Castello di Pirro del Balzo One of the many 
attractions in Venosa is the Castle of Pirro del 
Balzo, named after the Duke who constructed 
it upon the ruins of an ancient cathedral.  The 
castle was built in several stages; the first towers 
and the building were placed in the 1400s, 
while further construction took place during 
the 16th and 18th centuries. Today part of the 
castle houses the National Archaeological 
Museum, where archaeological finds from 
pre-Roman times to the Norman period are 
stored. Nearby lie the Fontana Angioina 
(Angevin Fountain) from 1298, and the Chiesa 
del Purgatorio, a church built in the Baroque 
style during the sixteenth century, both are 
worth a visit. 
Open Monday, Wednesday and Sunday 9am - 8pm, 
Tuesday 2pm - 8pm.

The House of Horace For those interested in 
the renowned Roman poet, Horace, this Roman 
building has been named for him and is a point 
of interest. Venosa also contains a statue of the 
poet, thought to have been erected in the late 
18th century.

Abbazia della SS. Trinità (Abbey of SS. Trinity) 
The Abbey of SS. Trinity is the largest monastery 
complex in Basilicata. It contains the Chiesa 
Vecchia (the Old Church), from paleo-Christian 
times, and the Chiesa Nuova (the New Church). 
In the abbey there are frescos and mosaics 
from different eras on display.  The Holy Trinity 

               Via Dante Alighieri, 85025
                0972 23345

Venosa

Located in the north of the province of 
Potenza, Venosa sits at the foot of the extinct 
volcano, Monte Vulture, close to the city of 
Melfi.  This jewel is famed as one of the most 
beautiful villages in Italy and has significant 
cultural and historical value. It sits in the heart 
of the Vulture region, which is a very fertile 
area, and is recognised as one of the best wine 
producing areas in Italy, the most famous being 
the Aglianico del Vulture (DOC), a delicious 
red wine.

Venosa is a small town with ancient origins and 
a colourful past. The ancient town of Venusia, 
the name thought to be a reference to the 
goddess Venus, was one of the largest Roman 
colonies, and the birthplace of one of the 
greatest Roman poets – Horace (65-8BC) who 
is acknowledged for ‘The Epodes’, an iambic 
genre of ‘blame poetry’ written to shame fellow 
citizens into a sense of their social obligations. 
Its history can be traced back to 291 BC and it 
is littered with important archaeological finds 
that stretch back to the Roman era. 

Home to various beautiful palaces and churches, 
including the cathedral, Venosa provides a 
stunning cultural backdrop for exploration. 
Short theatre and film festivals are sometimes 
held in Venosa and the Incompiuta, the 
Unfinished Church, plays host to performances 
from time to time.

Jewish Catacombs The ancient Jewish catacombs, 
with inscriptions in Hebrew, Greek and Latin, 
show the importance of the Jewish population 
here in the 4th and 5th centuries after Christ.
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Church contains the tomb of the Norman 
crusader, Robert Guiscard, as well as more 
handsome frescos and mosaics. The beautiful 
Incompiuta, literally meaning the Unfinished, is 
a church which was never completed.  The 
continuity between the perfectly finished old 
church and the Incompiuta creates a striking 
transition from the physical to the metaphysical, 
from the finite to the infinite.

Le Onde Venosapark This water park is located 
in Venosa and is the perfect day out for water 
lovers and anyone with children. It offers both 
indoor and outdoor pools, slides and rides as 
well as water aerobics classes.

Tenuta La Maddalena
The farmhouse, near Venosa and situated in the 
rural district of La Maddalena, offers comfortable, 
spacious rooms, a beautiful courtyard, horse-
riding track, restaurant and swimming pool.

 Contrada La Maddalena, 85029   0972 32735
 www.agrilamaddalena.it @ info@tenutalamaddalena.it

Tenuta La Maddalena
Here you can enjoy homemade Lucanian 
specialities in a charming restaurant where 
visitors can experience genuine food and 
excellent wine made by the Lagala family. 

 Contrada La Maddalena, 85029   0972 32735

 www.tenutalamaddalena.it 

@ info@tenutalamaddalena.it 

How to get to Venosa
         From A3: take the exit for A1 in the 
         direction of Bari, then take the exit for 
Bari/Salerno and join the A16. Take the exit for 
Candela and follow directions for Venosa. 
From A14: take the exit for A16 in the direction 
of Napoli, take the exit for Cerignola Ovest, 
then follow directions to Venosa. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Melfi. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 115 km.

 
               Via Battaglini, 10, 85029
                0972 308511

Forenza

The village of Forenza, with its charming, narrow 
streets and lovely views, can be found south 
of  Venosa, close to the site of the ancient city 
of Forentum which is mentioned by historical 
writers such as Horace, Livy, Diodorus Siculus 
and Pliny. Also worth a visit are the Rock of San 
Biagio, a cave church decorated with frescos, 
and La Casa Contadina, a reproduction of a 
peasant house. Don’t miss The Legend of the 
Templars, a historical parade of the Knights 
Templar which takes place in August. It’s also 
possible to hike in the woods surrounding 
Forenza which contain some very old oak trees.

Masserie del Falco ****
Set in Forenza, the Masserie del Falco is 
extraordinary for its location and architecture 
as well as its breathtaking views of the 
surrounding hills. Graceful, simply furnished 
rooms. Attentive and friendly service.

 Contrada Reddito degli Angeli, Forenza
  0971 773867 / 345 2534958

 www.masseriedelfalco.it  

@ info@masseriedelfalco.it

Masserie del Falco
The peace and quiet of these lands will take 
you into a world rich in preciously treasured 
historical and gastronomic traditions. Spending 
time in this 30-hectare paradise sets up a 
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journey in search of lost tastes and scents. Their 
cuisine is mainly based on the reinterpretation of 
the local produce and modern adaptations of 
traditional local recipes. 

 Contrada Reddito degli Angeli, Forenza
  0971 773867 / 345 2534958

 www.masseriedelfalco.it

@ info@masseriedelfalco.it

How to get to Forenza
         From A3: take the exit for A1 in the 
         direction of Bari, take the exit for Bari/
Salerno and join A16; leave the motorway in 
Candela and first follow directions to Melfi, 
then to Barile, then to Palazzo San Gervasio 
and to Forenza. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and first follow directions 
to Barile, then to Palazzo San Gervasio and to 
Forenza.  

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 120 km.

Atella

Situated just west of Venosa, excavations at 
Atella have revealed evidence of prehistoric 
elephant hunting; it is thought that a particular 
hunting technique involving bogging an elephant 
down in thick mud was used. Worth a visit are 
the Abbey of San Michele Arcangelo which has 
a cave church decorated with frescoes, and the 
Church of Our Lady of Laudata which is in the
countryside. Legend has it that a farmer was 
cutting down a tree when the Madonna 
appeared in its branches and ordered him to 
build a church instead; the church still has a 
sacred tree outside it. Atella also has the 
advantage of being close to the Riserva Naturale 
Lago Piccolo di Monticchio which is home to 
a rare species of moth as well as containing 
Monte Vulture, an extinct volcano, and the two 
extraordinarily beautiful lakes of Monticchio. 

Atella Basin Near the town cemetery, a sediment 
of nature with a significant link to the remains 
of prehistoric ancient elephants.

Agriturismo La Valle dei Cavalli  The farm, also 
known as the Valley of the Horses, provides a 
B&B service along with a restaurant and outdoor
activities such as horse riding and lessons, 
trekking and mountain biking. 

 Contrada Piani di Carda, 85020   0972 716240  
 www.lavalledeicavalli.it @ info@lavalledeicavalli.it 

Agriturismo La Valle dei Cavalli
The Agriturismo is a working farm situation 
in a valley 480 m above sea level, providing 
comfortable farmhouse accommodation, a 
restaurant, excellent walking, horse trekking, 
mountain biking and warm hospitality.

 Contrada Piani di Carda, Atella   0972 717971
 www.lavalledeicavalli.it 

@ equiturismoitalia@libero.it

How to get to Atella
         From A3: take the exit for the A1 in the 
         direction of Bari, take the exit for Bari/
Salerno; join A16 and take the exit for Candela; 
then, first follow directions to Melfi and then 
to Atella. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela, first follow directions to 
Melfi and then to Atella.  

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 150 km.



Agriturismo La Loggia del Monaco
A farmhouse restaurant offering typical Lucanian 
cuisine with a choice of rare specialities and 
local produce including vegetables grown in 
their kitchen garden. Menus for Coeliacs are 
also available.

 Contrada Loggia del Monaco, Acerenza
  338 9442271   www.loggiadelmonaco.it

@ loggiadelmonaco@libero.it

How to get to Acerenza
         From A3: take the exit to Sicignano/
         Potenza, and once in Potenza follow 
directions to Acerenza.
From A14: take the exit to Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and follow directions to 
the SS658; then, take the exit to San Nicola di 
Pietragalla and continue driving first up to 
Oppido Lucano and then to Acerenza. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Bari Palese Airport - 110 km.

Acerenza
Situated north east of Potenza, the agricultural 
town of Acerenza is officially listed as one of 
the top 50 most beautiful towns in Italy. It 
offers a magnificent landscape dominated by 
vineyards and a plethora of medieval attractions. 
The historic centre is characterised by narrow 
streets which interlink in maze-like grids and 
beautiful buildings dating back to the 18th 
Century which include the Palazzo Caramuta.

Known locally as ‘Cathedral City’, Acerenza is 
home to a stunning cathedral which is recognised 
as one of the most impressive religious buildings 
in Basilicata. The Cathedral itself is a declared 
national monument. Its construction began in
the 11th century and it is built in a Romanesque- 
Gothic style. The interior contains an impressive 
Renaissance crypt dating back to 1524, a nave, 
two aisles with 16th century frescos and a marble 
bust of the emperor Julian the Apostate, dated 
as being from the 4th century. The crypt is 
recognised as one of the most interesting examples 
of Renaissance architecture in Southern Italy. 

The U Uattenniére waterfalls, San Fele
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San Fele
Found south west of the Monticchio Lakes, San Fele 
is known for its waterfalls named U Uattenniére. 
Nature trails of varying difficulty make it possible 
for visitors to appreciate the picturesque falls. 
The forests of San Fele provides excellent 
opportunities for hiking, climbing and horse-riding. 

Restaurant Tipicamente
Sophisticated and refined cuisine with a great 
variety of dishes. The chef uses local produce 
to create modern and traditional dishes. Highly 
recommended.

 Umberto I, 40, San Fele   0976 94004
 www.ristorantetipicamente.it

@ tipicamente@alice.it 

How to get to San Fele
         From A3: take the exit for A1 in the 
         direction of Bari, take the exit for Bari/
Salerno; join A16 and take the exit for Candela; 
then, first follow directions to Melfi and then to 
San Fele. 
From A14: take the exit to Foggia and drive in 
the direction of Candela; first, follow directions 
to Melfi and then to San Fele.  

         Nearest Railway Station - Potenza. 

         Napoli Capodichino Airport - 140 km.
 

Monticchio Lakes

This is a protected regional area. It was originally 
home to the now extinct volcano named Monte 
Vulture, which has left a crater occupied by 
the two stunning volcanic lakes of Monticchio. 
In the reserve is the Abbey of San Michele 
Arcangelo which has ancient origins and was 
built over a cave church. The abbey offers a 
beautiful view over the lakes and is also home 
to the Natural History Museum of  Vulture, which 
provides an interactive experience. One of the 
lakes has a small pier where paddle boats can 
be rented and numerous stalls can be found. It is 
also home to the rare Brahmaea Europaea moth. 

Borgo Villa Maria 
An elegant hotel set in beautiful countryside with 
31 rooms and two apartments. There is a reading 
room with more than 300 books and two 
swimming pools, ideal for a relaxing holiday. Horse 
riding and mountain bike rental is also available.

 Monticchio Laghi Rionero in Vulture 
  0972 731025   www.borgovillamaria.com 

@ info@borgovillamaria.com

Borgo Villa Maria 
The restaurant serves typical Italian and Basilicata 
cuisine.

 Monticchio Laghi Rionero in Vulture 
  0972 731025   www.borgovillamaria.com

@ info@borgovillamaria.com 

How to get to Monticchio Lakes
         From A3: take the exit Sicignano-
         Potenza onto the SS407 and then the 
SS658 in the direction Foggia-Melfi until Atella-
Monticchio Laghi.
From A14: take the exit for Candela, then take 
the SS665 until the exit for Monticchio Laghi.
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Maratea

Situated in the province of Potenza, alongside a 
winding strip of the Tyrrhenian Sea, Maratea is a 
cluster of 11 localities ranging from a medieval 
village to a stylish harbour. 

The landscape in Maratea is simply unique. It 
varies from breathtaking sea views to wooded 
hillsides and majestic mountains which sweep 
down to the crystal clear water. The many 
beaches are stunning and all quite different 
from each other while the coast is dotted with 
numerous sea caves. Known as the City of 
Churches, Maratea has 44 churches, chapels, 
monasteries and hermitages, 21 of which are 
open to the public.

Maratea has a history which dates back to the 
13th century. This is evident in the churches, 
chapels and watch towers sprinkled across the 
area. Sometimes called the Pearl of the Tyrrhenian, 

Maratea is well known for its enormous white 
marble statue of Christ the Redeemer.

Statua del Cristo Redentore di Maratea (Statue 
of Christ the Redeemer) One of the biggest 
statues of Jesus in Europe, the 22 ft white marble 
statue of Christ the Redeemer with out-
stretched arms was created by sculptor Bruno 
Innocenti. Dominating the skyline since 1965, 
the statue sits on top of Monte San Biagio and 
can be seen from the coast and miles out to 
sea. Admittance is free. 

The Grotta di Maratea (The Cave of Wonders) 
Discovered by mistake in 1929 during the 
construction of the highway between Basilicata 
and Calabria, The Cave of Wonders consists of 
multiple passages leading to one large chamber 
filled with incredible stalactites and stalagmites 
of lime. Accessible by car.  

Lauria

Latronico

Rivello

Lagonegro

Maratea

Trecchina

Tyrrhenian Coast
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The Port of Maratea This port lies on the 
stunning Tyrrhenian coastline and is 10 minutes 
by road from the historic centre. It is a lively port 
and has a great deal of charm with an assortment 
of shops, cafes and a very good restaurant. 
There are many pleasure and fishing boats in 
the harbour in summer; when the weather is 
good, boats offer sea and cave excursions. The 
port also holds several events including the 
Festa della Madonna di Porto Salvo in June, 
concerts, and other activities. Around the area 
there is a private beach which, along with the 
beaches at Acquafredda and the Marina di 
Maratea, is perfect for swimming. 

Maratea Film Festival Both Italian and international 
films are showcased here in July at the festival, 
which dedicates a section to environmental 
issues and sustainable development.

Grand Hotel Pianeta Maratea****
Located halfway between Maratea’s historic 
centre and the Statue of the Redeemer, the 
hotel offers rooms with a sea view, a restaurant, 
café, junior-size Olympic swimming pool, spa, 
sports pitches and courts.

 Contrada Santa Caterina, 50   0973 871966
 www.grandhotelmaratea.it 

@ info@grandhotelpianetamaratea.it 

Romantic Hotel & Restaurant Villa Cheta Elite****
Housed in an elegant Art Nouveau villa with sea 
views, the hotel and restaurant is located a few
kilometres from the centre of Maratea and is 
an ideal romantic getaway with an atmosphere 
of delicate privacy and intimacy.

View of Tyrrhenian Coast from Maratea



The Statue of Christ the Redeemer, Maratea
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B&B Laino
Set in a peaceful area near Fiumicello Bay, the 
B&B has bright, cosy rooms, tastefully furnished, 
with a terrace overlooking the sea.

 Via Rasi, 4/c   0973 1998700
 www.beblaino.it  @ giolaino@libero.it

B&B La Casa del Gelso
Offering pretty and comfortable rooms, the B&B 
is surrounded by a gorgeous, intimate garden with 
plants such as carob, orange, pear and fig trees. 

 Via Timpone, 47, 85046   0973 878108
 www.lacasadelgelso.it  @ info@lacasadelgelso.it 

Affittacamere Da Zio Pino
Near the harbour and railway station, the hotel 
includes a bar and relaxation room with board 
games. It is run by an old family of fishermen, 
and guests can enjoy a unique and unforgettable 
fishing trip while staying there.  

 Via Santavenere 17 - 85046   0973 877293
 www.ziopinomaratea.it 

@ daziopinomaratea@gmail.com 

Foresteria Illicini
Located within 5 acres covered with holm oak, 
olives trees, myrtle and heather, and facing the tiny 
islands of Matrella and Satojanni, a few small cottages 
are located only few yards from the shoreline. 

 Loc Illicini, SS18 Km 236.7, Marina di Maratea, 
85046   0973 879028 / 0685 42912   

 www.illicini.it  @ staff@illicini.it 

B&B La Dimora di Alfonso
The B&B has access to the beach and harbour, 
as well as prettily furnished rooms and a sea 
view garden. 

 Via Santavenere, Fiumicello di Maratea, 151 
  0973 877386   www.ladimoradialfonsomaratea.com 

@ info@ladimoradialfonsomaratea.com

Restaurant Taverna Rovita
In a setting full of charm and atmosphere, 
dishes follow the old Lucanian recipes.

 Via Rovita, 13, 85046   0973 876588

 www.tavernarovitamaratea.it @ tavernarovita@live.it 

 Via Timpone, 46, Acquafredda, 85046
  0973 878134   www.villacheta.it  @ info@villacheta.it 

Hotel Villa delle Meraviglie***
Offering panoramic views of the Tyrrhenian 
Sea, its romantic intimacy is enhanced by 
terraced gardens, charmingly rustic décor, 
swimming pools, a spa and playground.   

 Contrada Ogliastro, 85040   0973 877453
 www.hotelvilladellemeraviglie.com 

@ info@hotelvilladellemeraviglie.com 

Hotel Restaurant Borgo La Tana***
Overlooking the sea, the hotel is ideal for those 
who want to cycle or hike, or those on holiday 
with children.

 Contrada Castrocucco, Via dell’Amicizia, 22, 85046
  0973 871720   www.latanahotelmaratea.it 

@ latana@tiscali.it 

Hotel Club San Diego***
Set along the coast and a few metres from its 
own private beach, the San Diego Hotel Club 
boasts a pretty outdoor pool with terrace, as 
well as a garden.

 Via Nazionale, Acquafredda di Maratea, 59, 85046  
 0973 878004   www.hotelsandiego.it 

@ info@hotelsandiego.it / hotelsandiego@tiscali.it 

B&B Nefer
A cosy B&B with a relaxing and peaceful ambience, 
it is surroundedby stunning scenery and set in 
a pretty garden which all the colour-themed 
rooms overlook.

 Via Cersuta, 27   0973 871828 
 www.bbnefer.com  @ info@bbnefer.it 

B&B Le Chiane
Le Chiane is a B&B with a gorgeous sea view, 
and is only a few minutes’ walk from the beach. 
The 3 rooms are colourfully furnished and it 
has a beautiful and well kept garden and terrace.

 Via Cersuta, 85046   0973 871864
 www.lechiane.com  @ lechiane@hotmail.com 
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bell tower of the Church of San Nicola which 
contains a light installation to commemorate 
those killed and injured from Latronico in WWI. 
The Civic Archaeological Museum contains finds 
from the Caves of Calda and the necropolis 
of Colle dei Greci. Latronico also contains the 
Museum of  Termalismo (thermal springs and 
spa), and the Museum of Rural Life. Around 
Latronico, Monte Alpi has alpine trails while the 
forest of Malboschetto is a good picnic spot. 
The real natural phenomenon not to miss, 
however, is the Calanchi, an erosional feature of 
severe, jagged ripples lying next to each other.

Tellusmater  Tellusmater provides tourist 
information on the Pollino National Park and 
pick-up services for a wide range of excursions 
including walking, mountain biking, horseriding, 
Jeep trekking, orienteering, bird watching, rafting, 
cross-country skiing, climbing, guided tours 
around communities and historic centres, food 
and wine tours, and archaeological itineraries as 
well as workshops in nature and snowshoeing.

 Via La Cava, 91, 85043   0973 859128 
 www.tellusmater.it   www.ceasindra.it 

Lauria

According to some scholars, Lauria was built in 
400 B.C by a Cretan colony attracted by the 
beautiful landscape. Not far from the village, 
you’ll find some good ski slopes. 

Guida Escursionista Limongi Fabio Ski instruction, 
ski mountaineering, excursions, rock-climbing, 
canyoning and trekking delivered with friendliness 
and a passion for the activities and environment.

 Via Nazionale, 190, 85044   0973 821001     
 www.fabiolimongi.com  @ info@fabiolimongi.com

How to get to Maratea 
         From A3: take the exit for Lagonegro 
         Nord in the direction of Maratea and 
Praia a Mare. 
From A14: take the exit for Foggia, drive in the 
direction of Candela and then, at the junction 
with Naples, take the exit for Lacedonia.
Continue forward onto A3 and take the 
exit for Lagonegro Nord in the direction of 
Maratea and Praia a Mare. 

         Nearest Railway Station - Maratea.

         Lamezia Terme Airport - 150 km. 

Trecchina

This village is located just above Maratea. At the 
very heart of the village you’ll find the beautiful 
Piazza del Popolo, surrounded by gardens, with 
its old stone cross. In the surrounding area, near 
Passo la Colla, there is a belvedere (viewpoint) 
overlooking the Policastro Gulf. Around the 
village there are some chestnut woods ideal for 
long summer walks. 

Latronico

Famous for its thermal spa, Latronico can be 
found north east of Lauria. Aside from the 
sulphur and magnesium springs, pay a visit to 
the Caves of Calda, a site of archaeological 
excavations containing stalagmites and stalactites. 
Discover too the Fossil Fish on the slopes of 
Monte Alpi, over 2 metres long and thought 
to date back to about 30 million years ago. 
The area around Latronico also contains the 
archaeological site of Colle dei Greci, while, 
within the spa resort, internationally famous 
artist, Anish Kapoor, has created ‘Earth Cinema’, 
an enormous cement structure dug into the 
ground with a slit which allows viewers to see 
out of the sides into the earth surrounding 
them. Other points of interest include the 
Church of Sant’Egidio Abate which was declared 
a minor basilica by the Pope in 1971, and the
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Scuola Sci Monte Sirino On the ski slopes of 
Monte Sirino, in the areas of Lauria and Lago 
Laudemio, this school offers its guests the chance to 
practice Nordic walking, skiing and trekking, ski lessons, 
excursions and ski holiday are offered as well.

 Località Conserva, 85045   338 3525928     
 www.scuolasciMonteSirino.com

Rivello 

Rivello is a small medieval village located on the 
ridge of a hill that overlooks the whole Noce 
Valley. Full of many treasures such as the Mother 
Church of San Nicola, the beautiful monastery 
of Sant’Antonio, sulphur springs and traditional 
crafts. It is worth a visit, particularly for those 
who appreciate church architecture and art. 

Lagonegro

Lagonegro is a small town located north west 
of Maratea. Its name refers to the Lacus Niger, 
a lake with black waters which can no longer 
been seen today. It is set on a hill with stunning 
views and famous for the many steps which in 
1603 substituted an old drawbridge. The steps 
lead up to an old gateway which shows the way 
to the castle ruins and the panoramic views 
which surround them. Other points of interest 
include the Cathedral of San Nicola, which local 
legend states is the home of the tomb of Lisa 
del Giocondo, Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. 

Monastero di Sant'Antonio, Rivello



Volo dell’Angelo (Flight of the Angel) One of the 
world’s highest and fastest zip wire experiences 
which travels between Pietrapertosa and 
Castelmezzano at around 70 mph. The lines 
run from an altitude of approximately1020 m 
to between 859 m and 888 m.
  0971 986166 / 0971 983052 / 334 7880084

 www.volodellangelo.com 

@ info@volodellangelo.com

Volo dell’Aquila (Flight of the Eagle) Located 
in the Pollino National Park is the Flight of 
the Eagle, a mix of a hang gliding and zip wire 
experience for up to four people. 

 Località Torretta, 85030, San Costantino Albanese 
  328 733 8268   www.volodellaquila.net

@ info@nuovaatlantide.com

Lucania Outdoor Park Located in the Gallipoli 
Cognato Regionale Park, the adventure park is 
for those who love sport, nature and adventure; 
you can follow adventure trails, mountain bike, 
go hiking and do archery. 

 Nuova Atlantide Soc. Coop. a r. l., Località Palazzo, 
75011, Accettura   328 7338268 

 www.lucaniaoutdoorpark.it 

@ info@lucaniaoutdoorpark.it 

Parco Nazionale 
del Pollino

Parco Regionale 
di Gallipoli Cognato e 
delle Dolomiti Lucane

Aliano

Metaponto

Pietrapertosa
Castelmezzano

Viggiano

Tramutola

Valsinni

Venosa

Adventure Parks, Water Parks 
& Attractions
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Volo dell’Angelo (Flight of the Angel)
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Acquazzura Water Park Located in Metaponto, 
the water park includes a large selection of 
pools, slides and rides, including a 28 m high 
water roller coaster and a pirate island. 

 Contrada Mercuragno, 75012, Metaponto di 
Bernalda   0835 745640

 www. acquazzurrapark.net 
@ acquazzurrapark@hotmail.it

Le Onde Venosapark Located in Venosa, this water 
park has indoor and outdoor pools, slides and 
rides and offers classes such as water aerobics. 

 Contrada Vignale S. Felice, 85029, Venosa
  0972 36771   www.venosapark.com 

@ leondevenosa@gmail.com 

Search hotels, campsites, holiday homes and more 
 www.aptbasilicata.it/Dove-dormire.34.0.html 

Search and book with local travel agencies 

 www.aptbasilicata.it/Servizi-turistici.1597.0.html 

Literary Park ‘Isabella Morra’  Situated in Valsinni, 
the literary park of Isabella Morra, one of the 
most original voices in 16th century poetry, 
spreads over the places which she loved. Along 
these routes and in the town centre, guided 
tours, events and temporary exhibitions are 
regularly organised.

 Piazza Carmine, 20, 75029, Valsinni   0835 817051  
 www.parcomorra.it  @ parcomorra@tiscalinet.it

Literary Park ‘Carlo Levi’  The literary park can 
be found in Aliano, in honour of Carlo Levi, a 
famous writer exiled to Basilicata for anti-fascist 
behaviour. Visit Levi’s house, a permanent 
exhibition, see the rebuilt set of the film 
adaptation of Levis book ‘Christ Stopped at 
Eboli’ or participate in some ‘Literary itineraries’ 
and tours. 

 Via Martiri d’Ungheria, 1, Aliano
  0835 568529 / 0835 568038 / 320 2745706

 www.aliano.it  @ parcolevi@tiscalinet.it

Viggiano Adventure Park This adventure park 
offers treetop adventure trails and is a great 
day out for the family. 

 Via Nicola Sole, 85059, Viggiano
  333 4932893   www.parcoavventuraviggiano.it 

@ info@parcoavventuraviggiano.it

Pollino Adventure Park Offering treetop trails 
and various other activities, this adventure park 
is situated in San Severino Lucano. 

 Associazione Sportiva Culturale Dilettantistica Pollino 
Village, Via L. La Vista, 51, 85030, San Severino Lucano 
  320 3585194 / 333 4955550 / 349 3233792

 www.parcoavventurapollino.it 

@ info@parcoavventurapollino.it / info@pollinovillage.it 

Val d’Agri Water Park Situated just outside the 
village of  Tramutola, the water park is surrounded 
by a forest of oak trees. Facilities include an 
Olympic size swimming pool, slides, rides, 
jacuzzi and sports activities such as tennis, five-
a-side football and volleyball.  

 Ctr. Caranna, 85057, Tramore  
  0975 353974 / 338 4232528

 www.acquaparktramutola.com

@ earenella@tiscali.it
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When? 

Why? 

Where?

Where is / are. . . ?

How long does it 

take to get to…? 

 

How do I get to…? 
 

Left

Right

Straight on

Near

Far

Up

Down

Morning 

Afternoon 

Evening 

Yesterday 
Today 

Tomorrow 

Minute / Minutes

Hour / Hours
Half an hour

A day

A week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Do you have…?
I would like…
This one

That one

Cheap

Expensive
How much does this 

cost?

Do you take credit 
cards?

I’m just looking

What time do you 

open / close?
Size, clothes
Size, shoes
Antique Dealer
Bakery

Bank

Quando? 

Perchè? 

Dove? 

Dov’è / Dove sono…?

Quanto tempo ci 

vuole per andare a…?

Come faccio per 

arrivare a…?

A sinistra

A destra

Sempre dritto

Vicino

Lontano

Su

Giù

La mattina 

Il pomeriggio

La sera 

Ieri 

Oggi 

Domani 

Minuto / Minuti

Ora / Ore

Mezz’ora

Un giorno

Una settimana

Lunedì

Martedì

Mercoledì

Giovedì

Venerdì

Sabato

Domenica

Avete…?

Vorrei…

Questo

Quello

A buon prezzo /

economico

Caro

Quant’è, per favore?

Accettate carte di 

credito?

Sto soltanto 

guardando

A che ora apre /

chiude?

La taglia

Il numero

L’antiquario

La panetteria / 

il panificio / il forno
La banca

Kwan-doh?
Pair-keh?

Doh-veh?

Dov-eh/doveh soh-
noh..?

Kwan-toh tem-poh 
chee voo-oh-leh pair 
an-dar-eh ah…?
Koh-meh fah-choh pair 
arri-var-eh ah…?
Ah see-nee-strah
Ah dess-trah
Sem-preh dree-toh
Vee-chee-noh
Lon-tah-noh
Soo

Joo

Lah mah-tee-nah
Eel poh-meh-ree-joh
Lah sair-ah
ee-air-ee
Oh-jee
Doh-mah-nee
Mee-noo-toh / 
Mee-noo-teeh
Or-ah / Or-eh
Medz-or-ah
Oon jor-noh
Oona set-tee-mah-nah
Loo-neh-dee

Mar-teh-dee

Mair-koh-leh-dee

Joh-veh-dee

Ven-air-dee

Sah-bah-toh
Doh-meh-nee-kah

Ah-veh-teh…?
Vor-ray…

Kweh-stoh
Kwell-oh
Ah bwon pret-soh / 
eko-noh-mee-ko
Kar-oh
Kwan-teh, pair fah-
vor-eh?
Ah-chet-tah-the kar-
the dee creh-dee-toh?
Stoh sol-tan-toh 
gwar-dan-doh
Ah keh or-ah ah-preh /
kee-oo-deh?
Lah tah-lee-ah
Eel noo-mair-oh
Lan-tee-kwah-ree-oh
Lah pah-net-tair-ree-ah

Lah bang-kah

Time

Going to the shops

Directions

Help

Stop

Call…

The police

The fire brigade
An ambulance

Doctor
Hospital

I’m sick

Yes
No

Please

Thank you

Hello / Good day

Good evening

Goodbye

How are you?

Very well, thank you.

Pleased to meet you.

Do you speak English?
I don’t understand.
Could you speak 

more slowly, please?

Could you repeat 

that, please?
I don’t speak Italian

I’m sorry
Excuse me

Here

There

Big

Small

Hot

Cold

Entrance

Exit
Toilet

Free, unoccupied
Free, no charge
Good

Bad

Open

Closed

Well

Early

Late

Enough

What? 

Aiuto

Fermate

Chiama…

La polizia

I pompieri

Un’ambulanza

Medico

L’ospedale

Sto male

Si

No

Per favore

Grazie

Ciao / Buon giorno

Buona sera

Arrivederci

Come sta?

Molto bene, grazie.

Piacere di conoscerla.

Parla inglese?

Non capisco.

Può parlare più 

lentamente, per favore?

Può ripetere, per 

favore?

Non parlo l’italiano

Mi dispiace

Mi scusi

qui

la

Grande

Piccolo

Caldo

Freddo

Entrata

Uscita

Il gabinetto / 

la toilette / al bagno

Libero

Gratuito

Buono

Cattivo

Aperto

Chiuso

Bene

Presto

Tardi

Basta

Che cosa? 

Eye-yoo-toh
Fair-mah-teh
Kee-ah-mah
Lah pol-ee-tsee-ah
Ee pom-pee-air-ee
Oon am-boo-lan-tsa
Meh-dee-koh
Loss-peh-dah-leh
Stoh ma-leh

See

Noh

Pair fah-vor-eh
Grah-tsee-eh
Kee-aoh / 
Bwon jor-noh
Bwon-ah sair-ah
Ah-ree-veh-dair-chee
Koh-meh stah?
Moll-toh beh-neh grah-
tsee-eh
Pee-ah-chair-eh dee 
coh-noh-shair-lah.
Par-lah een-gleh-zeh?
Non ka-pee-skoh
Pwoh par-lah-reh pee-
oo len-ta-men-the pair 
fah-vor-eh?
Pwoh ree-peh-teh-reh 
per fah-vor-eh?
Non par-loh eet-alee-
anoh

Mee dee-spee-ah-cheh
Mee skoo-zee

Kwee

lah

Gran-deh
Pee-koh-loh
Kal-doh
Fred-doh
En-trah-tah
oo-shee-ta
El gah-bee-net-toh / 
Lah toilet / el ba-gh-no
Lee-bair-oh
Grah-too-ee-toh
Bwoh-noh
Kat-tee-voh
Ah-pair-toh
Kee-oo-zoh
Beh-neh
Press-toh
Tar-dee
Bas-tah
Ke Ko-sah?

Emergencies

Communicating with people

Useful words

Phrase Book
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Twin room

Room

With a bath / 
shower

Including breakfast
Porter

Reception

Have you got a table 

for…?

I would like to reserve 
a table for…

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner
Waiter

Waitress

Dish of the day
Starter

First course

Main course

Vegetables
Dessert
The bill, please

Cover charge

This wasn’t written 

on the menu

I am a vegetarian (m/f)

Rare

Medium

Well done

Fork

Knife
Spoon

Glass of…

Bottle of…

Jug of…
Fixed price menu

Menu

Wine list

L’agnello

Al forno

Alla griglia

L’anguilla

L’aragosta

Arrosto

Il baccalà

La bistecca

Il brodetto

Il burro

I calamari

Il carciofo

La carne

Carne di maiale

Cono (di gelato)

Una camera con 

due letti

Una camera

Con bagno / 

con doccia

Con colazione

Il facchino

Reception

Avete una tavola 

per…?

Vorrei riservare una 

tavola per…

Colazione

Pranzo

Cena

Cameriere

Cameriera

Piatto del giorno

Antipasto

Il primo

Il secondo

Il contorno

Il dolce

Il conto, per favore

Il coperto

Questo non è scritto 

sul menu

Sono vegetariano/a

Al sangue

Al puntino

Ben cotto

La forchetta

Il coltello

Il cucchiaio

Bicchiere di…

Bottiglia di…

Brocca di…

Il menù a prezzo 

fisso
Il menù

La lista dei vini

Lahn-yell-oh
Al for-noh
Ah-lah greel-yah
Lahng-gwee-lah
Lah-rah-goss-tah
Ar-ross-toh
Eel bahk-kah-lah

Lah bee-stek-kah
Eel broh-det-toh
Eel boor-oh
Ee kah-lah-mah-ree
Eel kar-choff-oh
Lah kar-neh
Kar-neh dee mah-
yah-leh
Ko-noh (per jeh-lha-toh)

Oona kah-mair-ah kon 
doo-eh let-tee
Oona kah-mair-ah
Kon ban-yoh / 
kon dot-chah

Kon ko-lah-zee-oneh
Eel fah-kee-noh / 
por- tee-ereh
Reception 

Ah-veh-teh oona tah-
voh-lah pair…?
Vor-ray ree-sair-vah-reh 
oona tah-voh-lah pair…
Koh-lah-tsee-oh-neh
Pran-tsoh
Cheh-nah
Kah-mair-ee-air-eh
Kah-mair-ee-air-ah
Pee-ah-toh dell jor-no
An-tee-pass-toh
Eel pree-moh
Eel seh-kon-doh
Eel kon-tor-noh
Eel doll-cheh
Eel kon-toh, pair fah-
vor-eh
Eel koh-pair-toh
Nohn ehe skreet-toh 
sool meh-noo

Soh-noh veh-jeh-tar-ee-
ah-noh/nah
Al sang-gweh
Al poon-tee-noh
Ben kot-toh
Lah for-ket-tah
Eel kol-tell-oh
Eel koo-kee-eye-oh 
Bee-kee-air-eh dee…
Bot-teel-yah dee…
Brh-okha dee…

Eel meh-noo ah pret-
soh fee-soh
El meh-noo

Lah lee-stah day vee-nee

Lamb

Baked

Grilled

Eel

Lobster

Roast

Dried salted cod
Steak

Fish soup

Butter

Squid

Artichoke

Meat

Pork

Cone (of ice cream)

Going to a restaurant

Food (Menu Translator)

Bookshop

Butcher 

Cake shop 

Chemist

Clothes shop

Delicatessen

Department store

Fishmonger

Florist

Greengrocer

Grocery

Hairdresser

Ice-cream shop
Market

News-stand
Post office

Shoe shop

Supermarket

Tobacconist

Travel agency

Art gallery

Bus 

Bus stop

Church

Closed for public 

holiday

Garden

Library

Museum

Railway station

Taxi
Tourist information

Hotel

Bed and Breakfast

Youth hostel
Campsite

Do you have any 
vacant rooms?

For when?

Your name?
Double room

With double bed

Single room

La libreria

La macelleria

La pasticceria

La farmacia

Il negozio di 

abbigliamento

La salumeria / 

gastronomia

Il grande magazzino

La pescheria

Il fioraio
Il fruttivendolo

Alimentari

Il parrucchiere

La gelateria

Il mercato

L’edicola

L’ufficio postale

Il negozio di scarpe

Il supermercato

Il tabaccaio

L’agenzia di viaggi

La pinacoteca

Autobus

La fermata dell’autobus

La chiesa / la basilica 

Chiuso per la festa

Il giardino

La biblioteca

Il museo

La stazione

Taxi

L’ufficio turistico

Albergo / Hotel

Camera con colazione 

/ bed & breakfast

Ostello della gioventù

Il campeggio / camping

Avete camera libere?

Per quando?

Il suo nome?

Una camera doppia

Con letto 

matrimoniale

Una camera singola

Lah lee-breh-ree-ah
Lah mah-chell-eh-
ree-ah
Lah pas-tee-chair-ee-ah
Lah far-mah-chee-ah
El neh-go-zeeoh dee 

abbee-ya-mehn-toh 
Lah sah-loo-meh-ree-ah 
/ gas-troh-no-mee-ah
Eel gran-deh mag-gad-
zee-noh
Lah pess-keh-ree-ah
Eel fee-or-eye-oh
Eel froo-tee-ven-doh-loh
Ah-lee-men-tah-ree
Eel par-oo-kee-air-eh
Lah jel-lah-tair-ree-ah
Eel mair-kah-toh
Leh-dee-koh-lah
Loo-fee-choh pos-
tah-leh
Eel neh-goh-tsioh dee 
skar-peh
Eel su-pair-mair-kah-toh
Eel tah-bak-eye-oh
Lah-jen-tsee-ah dee 
vee-ad-jee

Lah peena-koh-teh-kah
Ou-toh-boos
Lah fair-mah-tah dell 
ow-toh-booss
Lah kee-eh-zah/ lah 
bah-seel-i-kah
Kee-oo-zoh pair lah 
fess-tah
Eel jar-dee-no
Lah beeb-lee-oh-
teh-kah
Eel moo-zeh-oh
Lah stah-tsee-oh-neh 
Taxi
Loo-fee-choh too-ree-
stee-koh
 

Al-bair-goh / Hotel
Kah-me-rah kon ko-
lah-zee-oh-neh / 
Bed & Breakfast
Os-teh-lloh
El cam-pe-joh / 
cam-pee-ng
Ah-veh-teh kah-mair-eh 
lee-bair-eh?
Per qoo-an-doh?
El suoh no-meh

Oona kah-mair-ah 
doh-pee-ah
Kon let-toh mah-tree-
moh-nee-ah-leh
Oona kah-mair-ah 
sing-goh-lah

Going to town

Accommodation
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One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six
Seven

Eight

Nine

Ten

Eleven

Twelve

Thirteen

Fourteen

Fifteen

Sixteen
Seventeen

Eighteen

Nineteen

Twenty

Thirty

Forty

Fifty

Sixty
Seventy

Eighty

Ninety

One hundred

One thousand

Two / five thousand

One million

Uno

Due

Tre

Quattro

Cinque

Sei

Sette

Otto

Nove

Dieci

Undici

Dodici

Tredici

Quattordici

Quindici

Sedici

Diciassette

Diciotto

Diciannove

Venti

Trenta

Quaranta

Cinquanta

Sessanta

Settanta

Ottanta

Novanta

Cento

Mille

Duemila / Cinquemila

Un milione

Oo-noh
Doo-eh
Treh

Kwat-roh
Ching-kweh
Say-ee
Set-teh
Ot-toh
Noh-veh
Dee-eh-chee
Oon-dee-chee
Doh-dee-chee
Tray-dee-chee
Kwat-tor-dee-chee
Kwin-dee-chee
Say-dee-chee
Dee-chah-set-teh
Dee-chot-toh
Dee-chah-noh-veh
Ven-tee
Tren-tah
Kwah-ran-tah
Ching-kwan-tah
Sess-an-tah
Set-tan-tah
Ot-tan-tah
Noh-van-tah
Chen-toh
Mee-leh
Doo-eh mee-lah / 
ching-kweh mee-lah
Oon meel-yoh-neh

Numbers
I contorni (or i legumi)

I fagioli

Il fegato

Il formaggio

Le fragole

Il fritto misto

La frutta

Frutti di mare

I funghi

I gamberi

Il gelato

L’insalata mista

L’insalata verde

I legumi (or i contorni)

Il manzo

La melanzana

La minestra 

Il pane

Il panino

Le patate

Le patatine fritte

Il pepe

La pesca

Il pesce

Il pollo

Il prosciutto cotto/

crudo

Il riso

Il sale

La salsiccia

Le seppie

Secco

La sogliola

I spinaci

Il tonno

La torta

La trippa

Il vitello

Le vongole

Lo zucchero

Gli zucchini

La zuppa

L’acqua minerale 

gasata / naturale

Aranciata

La birra

Il caffè

Cioccolata calda

Il latte

Limonata

Sidro

Succo d’arancia /

di limone

Il tè

La tisane

Vino bianco

Vino rosso

Ee kon-tor-nee 
(ee leh-goo-mee)
Ee fah-joh-lee
Eel fay-gah-toh
Eel for-mad-joh
Leh frah-goh-leh
Eel free-ttoh mees-toh

Lah froot-tah
Froo-tee dee mah-reh
Ee foon-ghee
Ee gam-bair-ee
Eel jeh-lah-toh
Leen-sah-lah-tah mees-tah
Leen-sah-lah-tah 
vehr-day
Ee leh-goo-mee 
(ee kon-tor-nee)
Eel man-tsoh
Lah meh-lan-tsah-nah
Lah mee-ness-trah 
Eel pah-neh
Eel pah-nee-noh
Leh pah-tah-teh
Leh pah-tah-teen-eh 
free-teh
Eel peh-peh
Lah pess-kah
Eel pesh-eh
Eel poll-oh
Eel pro-shoo-toh 
kot-toh / kroo-doh
Eel ree-zoh
Eel sah-leh
Lah sal-see-chah
Leh sep-pee-eh
Sek-koh
Lah soll-joh-lah
Ee spee-nah-chee
Eel ton-noh
Lah tor-tah
Lah treep-pah
Eel vee-tell-oh
Leh von-goh-leh
Loh zoo-kair-oh
Lee dzu-kee-nee
Lah tsoo-pah

Lah-kwah mee-nair-
ah-leh gah-zah-tah / 
nah-too-rah-leh
Ah-ran-chah-ta
Lah beer-rah
Eel kah-feh

Choco-lah-tah
Eel laht-teh
Le-moh-nha-tah
Ceh-droh
Soo-koh dah-ran-chah
/ dee lee-moh-neh
Eel teh

Lah tee-zah-nah
Vee-noh bee-ang-koh
Vee-noh ross-oh

Vegetables

Beans

Liver

Cheese

Strawberries

Mixed fried fish / 
variety of fried fish
Fruit

Seafood

Mushrooms

Prawns

Ice cream
Mixed salad
Green salad

Vegetables

Beef

Aubergine

Soup 

Bread

Bread roll

Potatoes

Chips

Pepper

Peach

Fish

Chicken

Ham cooked / cured

Rice

Salt

Sausage

Cuttlefish
Dry
Sole

Spinach

Tuna

Cake / tart
Tripe

Veal
Clams

Sugar

Courgettes

Soup

Mineral water fizzy / still

Orangeade

Beer

Coffee

Hot chocolate

Milk

Lemonade

Cider

Orange / lemon juice 

Tea

Herbal tea

White wine

Red wine

Drink (Menu Translator)
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Abbreviations

DOC means Controlled Designation of Origin.
DOCG means Controlled and Guaranteed Destination of Origin.
PDO / DOP means Protected Designation of Origin.
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